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Former UM student arrested on sex charge
One-time rape awareness advocate,
resident assistant also faces counts of
furnishing and disorderly conduct
By Rick Redmond
Staff Reporter
A former University of
Maine student, rape awareness
activist and resident assistant is
facing charges that include fur-
nishing alcohol to a minor and
sexual abuse of a minor.
Oscar Sparrow, 24, will
appear in Penobscot County
Superior Court in Bangor to
face those and other charges of
disorderly conduct and violat-
ing conditions
release.
Sparrow was arrest-
ed on June 8 after
UMaine Public Safety
discovered him and a
minor consuming alco-
hol in Estabrooke Hall.
Consequently, Sparrow
was arrested on a
charge of violating a condition-
al release stemming from a pre-
vious arrest for disorderly con-
University farm horse assaulted,
student charged in bizarre case
By Angela Flandaca
Staff Reporter
University of Maine student William
Diemer has been summonsed by the
UMaine Department of Public Safety on
charges of cruelty to animals and criminal
trespassing, two Class D misdemeanor
crimes, for sexually assaulting a horse at
Witter Farm.
The 20-year-old, of Old Town, was
charged for an incident that occurred
Sept. 20 at approximately 10 p.m.,
according to UMaine Police Chief Noel
March. A Witter Farm staff member
arrived at the farm for a nightly barn
check and to feed the horses. The staff
member saw a person inside a stall with a
horse. The perpetrator fled and ran into
the woods behind the farm, March said.
The staff member was unable to identify
the suspect.
UMaine police and Maine State Police
were immediately dispatched to the
scene. State police used a K-9 unit to
search for the suspect. The search led to
Old Town but ended up without a capture
of the suspect.
UMaine's recently installed hi-tech
surveillance cameras located at Witter
Farm captured some visual evidence.
March said the cameras were installed by
the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry
and Agriculture shortly after a previous
assault on a horse at the end of May. The
college's director, Bruce Wiersma, invest-
ed about $12,000 from the college's
budget for the new digital surveillance.
"The investment paid off," March said.
"It was through the surveillance equip-
ment and the cooperation of the public
that we were able to learn the identity of
Diemer."
UMaine Public Safety is working with
the Penobscot County District Attorney's
Office to formally charge Diemer in
See HORSE on page 7
Resolution fails on floor of GSS
Debate sparked over legislation intended to
give The Maine Campus a faculty adviser
By Jesse Davis zation must "appoint a current University
Staff Reporter employee as advisor to the organization." The
Maine Campus does not currently have a fac-
The General Student Senate voted down a ulty advisor, nor have they for three years.
resolution this week that would have imple- The resolution, if passed, would have suggest-
mented "a system of accountability for The ed the administration appoint this advisor.
Maine Campus," via the appointment of a fac- The resolution had previously been passed
ulty advisor, by the Governmental Procedures committee
During the Sept. 30, meeting of GSS, the with a vote of 2-0-1 (for-against-abstentions).
resolution, which passed committee with a The bill was co-sponsored by senators
vote of 2-0-1 (for-against-abstentions), was Kathleen O'Brien and Ryan Clark.
narrowly defeated by a vote of 6-8-3. "[The Maine Campus] is doing nothing to
The resolution was originally submitted defeat the negative stereotypes of collegiate
Sept. 16 by student senator Brigham life, nor is it promoting positive behavior,"
McNaughton to correct an alleged breach of reads the Statement of Fact section of the res-
administrative policy committed by this paper.
The policy states that a direct funded organi- See RESOLUTION ea pap 6
of
duct after his involvement in a
fight outside Number 10 North
Main in Old Town last spring.
Four days later, after an
investigation into criminal alle-
gations, Sparrow was arrested
again on charges of sexual
abuse of a minor, a class D
crime in Maine. The alleged
victim was 15 years of age at
the time of the offense.
Title 17 - A of the Maine
Criminal Code states that a per-
son is guilty of sexual assault
See SPARROW on page 5
The Good News
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THE GOOD NEWS - President Peter Hoff gives his State of the
University Address on Wednesday afternoon.
President addresses parking,
library in Wednesday speech
By Rick Redmond Speaking to what he described as one of
Staff Reporter the larger crowds he has seen at the annual
address, Hoff opened by touching on some
Abundant parking, affordable soft drinks, of the problems students have encountered
ample books, periodicals and library space as the University of Maine continues its
were only some of the subjects highlighted upward trend in growth.
in President Peter Hoff's State of the Hoff described the current parking
University address Wednesday afternoon in
Minsky Recital Hall. See MIFF se page 7
www.mainecampus.com
Friday, Oct. 3
8 A.M. - 5 P.M. DIRIGO PINES RETIRE-
MENT COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE. For
information call toll free (866) 344-3400
8 A.M. - 5 P.M. UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
BOOKSTORE. UMaine clothing, books, gifts
and novelties
9 A.M. - 4 P.M. BEAR NECESSITIES.
UMaine athletic-related clothing and mer-
chandise
10:30 A.M.,11:30 A.M., 2:30 P.M. TIPS,
TOOLS & TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP. For
digital photography and color printing, pre-
sented by Adobe Software specialist. FFA
Room, Memorial Union
2 P.M. Tour of Bennett Hall and UMaine
Physics Department., followed by colloquium
at 3:10 and a reception at 4. Room 114,
Bennett Hall
4 P.M. - 6 P.M. THIRD ANNUAL UMAA
SPIRIT OF MAINE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
RECEPTION HONORING MATT KENNEY '88.
All alumni and faculty welcome. Buchanan
Alumni House, McIntire Room
5:30 P.M. CLASS OF 1973 PAT'S PIZZA
PARTY
6 P.M. UMAINE SPORTS HALL OF FAME
BANQUET. Wells Conference Center, 6 p.m.
social, 7 p.m. dinner
24th EDWARD T. BRYAND ENGI-
NEERING RECOGNITION BANQUET
6 p.m. social, 7 p.m. dinner. Penobscot
Valley Country Club
7 P.M. Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium
public show: Destination MARS, second floor,
Wingate Hall. Doors open at 6:30.
Admission: $4 for adults, $3 for children and
senior citizens. Free for UMaine students with
a MaineCard.
Saturday, Oct. 4
OPEN HOUSE ALL DAY AT BUCHANAN
ALUMNI HOUSE
7 A.M. - MIDNIGHT MAINE MARKET-
PLACE AT MEMORIAL UNION. Union Bake
House, Black Bear Grill, Salumaria, M.C.
Fernald, Maine Street Diner, Taco Bell®,
Harvest Crossing, beverages
8 - 9:30 A.M. "M" CLUB
BREAKFAST, Buchanan Alumni House,
Canopy honoring gold and silver "M"
Athletics.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
8:30 A.M. WINSTON E. PULLEN CAR-
RIAGE HOUSE DEDICATION CEREMONY
Continental-style breakfast served at 8:15
a.m.
9 A.M. KEN STEWART looth BIRTHDAY
PARTY, Stewart Commons.
9 A.M. - 12 P.M. PHI KAPPA SIGMA
CHAPTER HOUSE TOURS. Meet current stu-
dents, visit old rooms at the Skull House.
9 A.M. 
-3 P.M. DIRIGO PINES RETIRE-
MENT COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE
9:30 A.M. OPENING
CELEBRATION: EDITH PATCH HALL
9:30 A.M. FRIENDS OF TRACK ANNUAL
MEETING, Wells Commons
10 A.M. 
-5 P.M. UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
BOOKSTORE. UMaine clothing, books, gifts
and novelties
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION HOMECOM-
ING CRAFT FAIR AND FOOD CAFE, Field
House. Admission: $1 per person, under 12
free
10 - 11 A.M. 18TH ANNUAL CIVIL ENGI-
NEERING ALUMNI AND FRIENDS BRUNCH,
Stewart Commons
10:30 A.M. ANNUAL HOMECOMING
ALUMNI RECEPTION, All Maine Women,
Senior Skulls, Student Alumni
Association. Buchanan Alumni House -
McIntire Room
ALUMNI BAND BRUNCH, Class of
1944 Hall, Room 100
ii A.M. ENGINEERING LUNCHEON IN
HONOR OF DR. WILLIAM H. CECICLER, PRO-
FESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMICAL ENGI-
NEERING. Wells Conference Center.
RESIDENCE LIFE RDs AND RAs, 7TH
ANNUAL ALUMNI REUNION Penobscot Hall.
ii A.M. ALUMNI, FAMILY & FRIENDS
TAILGATING PICNIC, $10 per car.
NOON - 12:30 P.M. CLASS OF 1950 FLAG
POLE DEDICATION. All alumni welcomed.
Corner of College Avenue and Munson Road.
NOON - 1:30 P.M. PHI KAPPA SIGMA
ANNUAL MEETING AND AWARDS PRESEN-
TATION
NOON - 3 P.M. PHI KAPPA SIGMA HOME-
COMING BBQ. Join us at the Skull House for
food, refreshments and a lot of fun.
1:45 P.M. PRE-FOOTBALL GAME
SHOW. Located at Morse Field at the Alfond
Sports Stadium.
Thursday, October 2, 2003
2 P.M. UMAINE BLACK BEARS vs.
RICHMOND, Morse Field, Harold Alfond
Sports Stadium.
4 P.M. CHI OMEGA ANNUAL HOUSE
CORPORATION MEETING. 81 College Ave.
5 P.M. UNIVERSITY SINGERS HOME-
COMING RECEPTION. Reunion for all
University Singers. Class of 1944 Hall,
Room 102.
5 P.M. 1964 UMAINE BASEBALL
REUNION. Buchanan Alumni House, Treat
Room.
5 - 9 P.M. iooth Anniversary Forestry
Celebration for Forestry and Wildlife
Alumni and Friends, Nutting Hall, $10 per
person.
6- 9 P.M. PHI KAPPA SIGMA AT THE
BEAR BREW. Dinner and socializing in a
reserved room at the Bear Brew Pub.
7 P.M. UMAINE BLACK BEARS
BLUE/WHITE GAME. Men's Ice Hockey at
Alfond Arena.
7:30 P.M. SCHOOL OF PERFORMING
ARTS ALUMNI CONCERT. Minsky Concert
Hall
8 P.M. JOAN RIVERS ONE WOMAN
SHOW. Maine Center for the Arts
9 P.M. - MIDNIGHT STILLWATER
CANAL COMPANY KARAOKE. Alumni,
friends and students welcome, located in
Memorial Union
Sunday, Oct. 5
7 A.M. - MIDNIGHT MEMORIAL
UNION - MAINE MARKETPLACE, Union
Bake House, Black Bear Grill, Salumaria,
M.C. Fernald, Maine Street Diner, Taco
Bell®, Harvest Crossing, beverages
10 A.M. 
-4 P.M. ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
HOMECOMING CRAFT FAIR & FOOD
CAFE. UMaine Field House. Admission: $1
per person, under 12 free
10 A.M. - 2 P.M. DIRIGO PINES
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY OPEN
HOUSE.
12 P.M. UMAINE WOMEN'S SOCCER
VS. BOSTON UNIVERSITY. Alumni Soccer
Field, no admission.
For additional information, call the
UMaine Alumni Association at 1-800-934-
2586.
Thursday, October 2, 2003
Nominees
for king:
From left,
Aaron Smith,
Frank Doyle,
Joshua
Schmersal,
Kevin
Ouellette,
Ryan Gould
and Mark
Reich ley.
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ROYALTY — Some of the nominees for 2003 UMaine Homecoming King and Queen meet for a group photo
on Wednesday. Voting will take place at Fogler Library
war
Royalty tradition returns
to the University. of Maine
By Pattie Barry
For The Maine Campus
Something most current University of
Maine students have never seen before will
happen Saturday afternoon. For the first
time in seven years, homecoming royalty
will be crowned at a football game.
The Alumni Association pushed for the
reinstatement of homecoming royalty dur-
ing homecoming weekend, as many of
them remembered the tradition and wanted
to see it come back, said Kate Trinward, the
vice president of Student Entertainment. .
During the 1980s and ` 90s, many cam-
pus traditions nationwide were set aside for
lack of interest, said Donna Thornton,
director of Alumni Operations. Now the
national trend is to bring back these tradi-
tions, she said.
"When you have traditions, it inspires a
strong connection to the students' alma
mater. It gives them something to look
back on," Thornton said.
Homecoming royalty isn't the only tra-
dition the Alumni Association has been try-
ing to bring back. The group is also trying
to reinstate the class ring program and the
yearbook, which has not been published
since 1997. Bringing back the homecom-
ing royalty tradition was a way for the
association to involve the student govern-
ment in these traditions, Thornton said.
Last year the group brought back the
Senior Council, an organization that is
among those in charge of homecoming roy-
alty this year.
The idea of reinstating homecoming
royalty has been kicking around for a
while. Last year, the Senior Skulls wanted
to have homecoming royalty at the football
game, but by the time they had made the
decision, it was too late to organize any-
thing, said Andy Geaghan, Senior Council
president.
Why the tradition was abolished seven
years ago is a mystery. Legend has it that a
male student was elected queen several
years ago. In order to avoid such gender
issues, Senior Council is calling the event
'homecoming royalty instead of homecom-
ing king and queen. Any student, regard-
less of sexual orientation, can be chosen.
However, there will still be one male and
one female representative.
"It's a great tradition for past students
and a great way to build Black Bear pride
and school spirit," Trinward said.
But pride is not the only purpose of
homecoming royalty.
"I think homecoming royalty will help
University of Maine students better identi-
fy with members of the senior class.
Specifically, it will help students identify
with those seniors who best exemplify
University of Maine student life," said
Matt Rodrigue, the student body president.
Three groups, the All Maine Women's
Honors Society, Senior Council and Senior
Skulls, nominated 20 seniors to run for
Sas MIMI • pimp I
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Nominees
for queen:
From left,
Kate
Thoreson,
Lauren
Marshall,
Andrea Curtis,
Amy
Livernois,
Kristy Palmer
and Beth Can.
ucen
Festivities planned for
homecoming weekend
By Mike Gibson
For The Maine Campus
Many alumni and undergraduate
students are looking forward to this
weekend's homecoming celebration.
The University Alumni Association
has planned activities that appeal to
"This seems
like a much bet-
ter homecoming
weekend than
we had when I
was in school."
graduates and undergraduates alike. A
craft fair and a football game versus
the University of Richmond Saturday
are expected to be the biggest draws of
this weekend's festivities, said Bob
Potts, Alumni Association director of
membership and marketing.
The craft fair, which will be held
Saturday and Sunday, highlights
Maine-made crafts.
"The craft fair is a great place to get
an early start on holiday shopping, typ-
ically drawing close to 7,000 deal-
seekers," Potts said.
A wide range of crafts will be avail-
able, as well as more than 200 crafters
displaying their work. The fair will be
located in the Field House on Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The 'Athletics Department has
expanded the tailgating area before
Saturday's football match. The large
parking lot behind the south end zone
will be used for all tailgaters 21 and
over. Tailgating will begin at lthAp.
and continue until kickoff at 2 p.m.
The Black Bear men's ice hockey
team will play Saturday night at 7 p.m.
as part of the annual blue and white
game, marking the first time the team
will take to the ice this fall.
Student Entertainment has enlisted
the help of comedian and fashion critic
Joan Rivers for this weekend's festivi-
ties. Rivers will perform at the Maine
Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Class of 1999 graduate Jen Upton
said she is excited about River's visit.
"I think Joan Rivers will be an
absolute riot," Upton said. "This seems
like a much better homecoming week-
end than we had when I was in school."
That enthusiasm is exactly what
Potts said he is looking for from
UMaine students.
"Homecoming is for everyone," he
a. ININIEMEN as pap II
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TEST DRIVE — Fourth-year nursing major Paul Muniz drives a race car between
classes at the new arcade in Memorial Union. The space used to be the home of
the Computer Connection and MaineCard office, both of which have moved down
the hall.
E-Sports arcade opens in Union
By Mike Gibson dents who enjoy arcade games
For The Maine Campus and students with a few free min-
utes between classes.
Video game enthusiasts will I think this will be an all-
have a fresh outlet in the new inclusive activity room. with a
Memorial Union arcade. pool table and some air hockey
The arcade, E-Sports, which games as well," Stern said. "It
opened Wednesday, is located in really should appeal to a large
the basement of the union and range of students."
opened Wednesday at noon. The The room is open to everyone
facility will be open noon to mid- and games are run on a first-
night on weekdays and noon to come, first-serve basis. Most of
10 p.m. on weekends, the games are sports oriented.
Maine Bound outdoor pro- Games include Deer Hunter,
gram manager Paul Stern said he Tiger Woods Golf and air hock-
hopes the arcade, managed by ey.
Maine Bound, will attract stu- Self-proclaimed pool shark
Rob Dunn said, "I'm pretty sure
I'm ready to take on any chal-
lenge that arises."
Stern said he plans to keep the
games updated with all the new
and popular sports arcade games
that hit the market.
Unfortunately for campus
fund holders, MaineCards will
not be applicable because of the
basic cost to operate the
machine.
"I don't care if I can't use my
MaineCard, but I am ready to
take out a student loan to play
Deer Hunter all day," said third-
year student Greg Farva.
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To the c:Memorial Union
Commemorative Celebration
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Friday, October 3, 2003
(Homecoming Weekend)
Memorial Union — The University of yaine
Help us celebrate the completion of UMaine's largest building project.
President Hoff will make brief remarks at 1:30 p.m.
Tours, ice cream, music, raffles and fun for 41!
A Member of the University (Plaine Syston
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Woman dies in
motorcycle crash
Hermon resident dies after
collision with UM student
By Jackie Farwell was treated and released from
Assistant News Editor EMMC.
A Hermon woman has died
following an accident Saturday
on Park Street in Orono involv-
ing a University of Maine stu-
dent.
Cathy Basque, 42, of Hermon
was killed after the 2002 Harley
Davidson motorcycle on which
she was a passenger collided
with a 1995 Dodge Neon driven
by Karissa Ostheimer, 18, a first-
year student at UMaine.
Basque died at Eastern Maine
Medical Center three hours after
the 4 p.m. accident. Her hus-
band, Byron Basque, 41, the
driver of the motorcycle, also
The motorcycle was struck as
Ostheimer, traveling north on
Park Street, attempted to make a
left-hand turn into the Orono
House of Pizza as the couple was
traveling south, according to
Orono police officer Casey
Miller. Both riders, who were
wearing helmets, were thrown
from the motorcycle, she said.
Driver inattention is cited as the
reason for the collision, Miller
said.
Ostheimer, of Chocorua,
N.H., was treated at the scene.
Miller said no charges have
been filed but added that the case
remains under investigation.
ENCOURAGE
YOUR KIM HABIT.
D5 NEED SOMETHING FIE1 tt 10 Do THAN /Aims
LIKE GAMES. DANCE. ON MUSIC. BECAUSE G000
THINGS CAN BE HABIT- FORMING TOO. SO GET THEM
INTO A GOOD HABIT. TODAY. OR THEY MAY CET INTO
A VERY BAD ONE.
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At Ninety Nine, we have all
the ingredients for a great career.
" Health/Dental/Life Ins.
" Flexible Schedules
• Employee Referral Rewards
" Paid vacations/sick days
" Tuition Reimbursement
'Unlimited advancement
opportunities
401(k)
'Benefits for as low as $23.25
"Imployee Stock Purchase Plan
At Ninety Nine, we treat our customers and our employees with the respect that
they deserve. That's why so many of our team members have built long-term
careers at Ninety Nine. We provide everything you need fur a happy and
successful future. Check out the terrific career opportunities
and awesome benefits ure offer.
HIRING STARTS
October 6th!
OPENING SOON IN BANGOR, ME
(ho, out our Line Cook Career Mb (wide.
In, reuse 3rnir earning potential as rflli Intro each line slalom'
Line Cooks • Prep Cooks • Food Servers
Dishwashers • Hosts/Hostesses • Bartenders
PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON, Mon. - Sat., 9 am -6 pm
at the Hampton Inn, acmse; the parking lot from our Ninety
8 fkulgor Mall Blvd., Bangor location. Nine
(Must be 18 seats in* okier to appo EOE 
"We treat People NOW'
www.99restaurants.com
•
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UMaine royalty makes comeback
From ROYALTY on page 3
homecoming royalty. Students
were nominated on the basis of
being well-rounded, including
individuals who excel in athletics
and academics. Nominees are
supposed to serve as models of
exemplary students from the sen-
ior class.
"I think it is fun to be recog-
nized [as homecoming royalty]
for doing good things. I think that
this will be a good time had by
all," said Geaghan.
Any student can vote for
homecoming royalty in the
University Bookstore this week.
Voting closes at 4:30 p.m. on
Friday. Biographies and photo-
graphs of the all the nominees are
posted in the front of the
Bookstore.
The winners will be
announced at the beginning of the
homecoming football game
against Richmond on Saturday.
One male and one female will be
chosen from the following nomi-
nees: Ryan Gould, Jonathan
Susee, Aaron Smith, Frank
Doyle, Josh Schmersal, Paul
Muniz, Peter Richardson, Kevin
Ouellette, Greg Sinnett, Mark
Reichley and Lauren Marshall,
Beth Cain, Marina Ivankovic,
Andrea Curtis, Kristy Palmer,
Amy Livernas, Angela Merbach,
Kate Thoreson and Katherine
Page.
Former rape awareness advocate arrested
From SPARROW on page 1
of a minor if "The person
engages in a sexual act with
another person, not the actor's
spouse, who is either 14 or 15
years of age and the actor is at
least five years older than the
other person." Sparrow and the
alleged victim were nine years
apart in age at the time of his
arrest.
Sparrow, who withdrew
from the university on Aug. 8,
was a founding member of the
Alpha chapter of Sigma Phi
Epsilon at UMaine, which hosts
the annual concert and
fundraiser Rock Against Rape.
He was also former president of
a rape advocacy group,
Brothers Engaged Against
Rape.
Working with the national
organization, Men Can Stop
Rape, BEAR trains individuals
to advocate and educate stu-
dents about the importance or
rape awareness in the UMaine
community. Only men from
Sigma Phi Epsilon currently
serve as BEAR members.
According to Barbara Smith,
director of Residence Life and
Programs, Sparrow was a resi-
dent assistant, but she could not
verify the status or length of his
employment, stressing only
that he was qualified at the time
of his employment.
"Any RA we hire is quali-
fied ... that's why we hire them.
We can't comment on his per-
formance as an RA ... We can't
comment on anyone's perform-
ance," Smith said.
BEAR president Ben Morin
said Sparrow approached him
last winter and asked him to
take over responsibilities as
president of the organization.
"I think that was the last
time I saw him," Morin said.
"There was a definite feeling
he was breaking off before
that. Then he just dropped
contact."
Both Morin and Greg
Sinnett, president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, said they were
shocked and appalled upon
hearing news of Sparrow's
arrest. Both men said Sparrow
has not been involved with
either BEAR or Sigma Phi
Epsilon for quite some time
now. A formal statement from
Sigma Phi Epsilon states that
Sparrow has not been affiliated
with the fraternity since
October 2002. A similar state-
ment from BEAR said Sparrow
was excommunicated nine
months ago.
"We don't want people to
think we harbor people who do
these things. As soon as we
found out about this we took
action to remove him from
these organizations ... and
drafted this statement," Morin
said, referring to the statement
issued by BEAR Sept. 27.
2S 96 off
All Sweatshirtgi 
Nomextzning
Weekend
Oct 3rd gor 4th
Store Hours: 
Friday: gam-4:30pm.
Saturday: lOarn-6:30prn
The Bookstore university
would like to
welcome all
UMaine Alumnii
bookstore
Sinnett and Morin both said
,neither Sigma Phi Epsilon nor
BEAR condone or tolerate such
actions by their brothers.
The tone of the release sent
by Sinnett on behalf of Sigma
Phi Epsilon was that of
accountability and remorse, as
well as sympathy for the vic-
tims of sexual assault.
An excerpt is as follows:
"Rape awareness is one of
Sigma Phi Epsilon's primary
missions. Sigma Phi Epsilon
stands firmly against all forms
of sexual assault. If a member
is known to engage in such
activity, they are expelled and
reported to authorities.
Although Mr. Sparrow has not
been convicted of any charges,
Sigma Phi Epsilon takes the
allegations against him serious-
ly. Our hearts go out to all vic-
tims of sexual violence and
their families."
Further details and evidence
regarding the case are not yet
being released because
Sparrow has requested a jury
trial. According to Detective
Chris Gardner of UMaine
Public Safety, reports that con-
tain intelligence and investiga-
tive information are confiden-
tial concerning a trial of this
nature. Prejudicial information
concerning an accused person
may interfere with the ability of
a court to impanel an impartial
jury.
Police
Beat
By Ernest J. Scheyder
For The Maine Campus
Sept. 27,1:50 asn. — An officer
observed a vehicle traveling on the
Grove Street Extension turn onto
Square Road and then accelerate
quickly. The vehicle appeared to be
losing control and drove up onto
the sidewalk for about 30 feet
before returning to the road. The
officer turned on his lights and
pulled the vehicle over. While the
officer radioed the call in, a female
on the passenger's side of the vehi-
cle got out of the car and attempted
to switch sides with the male driv-
er. The officer identified the driver
and smelled liquor on him. The
driver was under the age of 21 and
in violation of Maine's zero toler-
ance law. He was taken to the
Orono Police Department, where a
test determined that he had been
drinking.
Paul Robinson, 19, of Portland,
was referred to Judicial Affairs for
operating under the influence of
alcohol.
Sept. 27, 2:06 a.m. — An officer
traveling on Rangeley Road
approached a gold Ford Taurus
coining from the other direction
that became erratic and entered the
opposite lane of travel. The officer
managed to avoid a collision and
pulled off to the side of the road.
The vehicle continued in the wrong
lane of travel until it encountered
the Maine Bus, at which point both
it and the bus stopped. The vehicle
then continued in the correct lane of
travel before the officer pulled the
driver over. The officer identified
the driver as Shannon Coyle, 18, of
Orono and could smell liquor on
her. She failed a sobriety test and it
was determined she had been
drinking.
Coyle was arrested for operat-
UMaine
Public
Safety
ing under the influence of alcohol.
Sept. 25, 10 p.m. — An Orono
firefighter called Public Safety to
report that individuals were throw-
ing water balloons from the fourth
floor of York Hall. When officers
anived, they discovered one indi-
vidual who had reportedly been hit
with a balloon. Further investiga-
tion revealed that the balloons were
water-tilled condoms. TWo resi-
dents of York Hall have been
referred to Judicial Affairs.
Sept. 25,1:25 a.m. —An officer
patrolling the Aroostook parking
lot noticed an individual standing
behind bushes near the southeast
back entrance to the building.
apparently trying to hide. The
officer approached the area and
discovered a second individual.
The pair said they were just get-
ting fresh air. The officer smelled
what he believed to be marijuana
and one individual confirmed that
the smell might be pot. After con-
ducting a search of the area, the
officer discovered a small bag of
marijuana and a multicolored pot
Pipe.
Nathaniel Cayer, l), was
charged with possession of mari-
juana and drug paraphernalia. The
second individual was referred to
Judicial Affairs.
Police are seeking assistance
with the apparent theft of license
plates, both on and off campus, in
recent days. The plates, a majority
of which are vanity plates, were
stolen from various types of vehi-
cles on-campus. A substantial
amount are also regular-issue
plates. All the plates stolen were
from vehicles registered in Maine.
Anyone with information about the
thefts is asked to contact Officer
William Mitchell of UMaine
Public Safety at 581-4040.
The Pawn Shoppe
"We buy, sell, deal, and
pawn most anything"
Hours: Mon - Fri, 9-5
Sat, 9-2
1 North Main St.
Old Town, ME 04468 827-9478
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Senate newspaper resolution dies
From RESOLUTION on page 1
olution. "The General Student
Senate does not deny that collegiate
life involves many of the things
written about in the Campus, but
the fashion in which the material is
presented continues to te distaste-
ful." A paragraph later, the resolu-
tion's author added, "Another con-
cern is the amount of obscenity in
articles and advertisements. This
obscenity has been presented in the
form of vulgar language and lewd
gestures. While this is legal, it is not
positive or progressive."
On the Senate floor, discussion
of the resolution shifted heatedly
from the topic of internal policy and
administrative requirements to a
debate over censorship and free
speech. The senators who opposed
the resolution argued that appoint-
ing a faculty advisor with any type
of power to change the way that
The Maine Campus runs would
promote censorship over content,
which however inflammatory, is
protected by the First Amendment.
Additionally, it was argued that
other student organizations on cam-
pus are also violating the same pol-
icy and are not being made to rem-
edy it.
One senator said that the issue of
policy infringement was not
brought up until people started get-
ting offended by some articles in
the paper. Another opponent of the
resolution went so far as to quote
Voltaire, saying that "I disapprove
of what you say, but I will defend to
the death your right to say it."
The supporters of the resolution
insisted that the resolution had only
become necessary because a policy
was being violated. They also
argued that the resolution was not
intended to create a censor for the
paper in any way, but merely to cor-
rect the administrative error.
"I think that the Senate handled
it well," said student senator Ross
Bartlett. "There were a lot of strong
opinions, but this decision has
restored my faith in democracy. I
am glad that it ended the way it
did."
Dennis Boyd, a strong opponent
of the resolution, said that he was
"very pleased that the Student
Senate took a stand to support free
speech and to not take it upon our-
selves to enforce university policy.
It is just not our place to do so."
Senator Matt Desmond, howev-
er, argued the student newspaper
would ultimately have benefited
from the resolution.
"I am very disappointed that it
ended the way it did. I think hav-
ing a faculty advisor would help
The Maine Campus, giving them a
little bit of direction," Desmond
said.
The sponsor of the resolution,
senator Brigham McNaughton,
said, "The resolution had nothing to
do with censorship or content; it
was only about policies. It was
about the fact that The Maine
Campus was not being held to the
same standards that the other stu-
dent organizations are being held
to."
The Maine Campus currently
holds monthly meetings with a
board of advisors composed of
local professionals and University
of Maine faculty; however, the
advisory board holds no power over
the content and direction of The
Campus.
The General Student Senate
meeting will be rebroadcast on the
Maine Channel, campus channel
42, throughout the week.
Matt Shaer contributed to this
article.
CAMPUS PHOTO • LAURA GIORGIO
FREED SPEECH — MATT GAGON (CENTER), VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE STUDENT BODY ADDRESSES SENATORS AT THE SEPT. 23
GSS MEETING. AT THE SEPT. 30 MEETING, THE RESOLUTION TO
FORCE THE MAINE CAMPUS TO HAVE A FACULTY ADVISOR DID
NOT PASS WITH A 6-8-2 VOTE.
Student Senate Notes Homecoming to bring
entertainment to UMIn addition to the discussion of
The Maine Campus resolution (see
story on Page I), the following
occured at the Tuesday meeting of
the General Student Senate.
Bill Hockensmith, director of
the University Bookstore, updated
the Senate on topics including used
book availability, book buy-backs,
the facility's new extended hours
and how the bookstore's profits are
being used to benefit the universi-
ty.
Also brought up in the meeting
was an alteration to how monies
given to the Latino Club will be
used, as well as funding for a new
club on campus, the Film
Producer's Club. The FPC has
vied for funding to support produc-
tion of several films and purchase
of equipment.
Anyone interested in viewing
GSS proceedings may watch them
on the Maine Channel, campus
channel 42, where they will be
rebroadcast periodically through-
out the week.
From HOMECOMING on page 3
said. "Sure, the focus is on the
alumni, but that doesn't mean
there is a red tape that students
cannot cross. We always want
students to come out for the
events and get involved."
Potts said typically about
10,000 alumni attend the foot-
ball game, tailgate, shop and
register for their class
reunions. But most important-
at the MCA
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An Evening of Comedy
With
Joan Rivers
"She is an inspiration, a phenom-
enon and above all, a whole lot of
fun" Jerry Seinfeld
Ms. Rivers is a successful comedienne,
best-selling author, Tony-nominated
actress, playwright, screenwriter,
motion picture director, lecturer,
television talk-show host and much
more.
Saturday, October 4 at 8:00 PM
$5.00 Student Rush Tickets Available Starting Today
MCA
ly, he said, they will meet up
with old friends and see the
school buzzing with college
students the same way it did
when they were here.
Homecoming weekend
emphasizes alumni relations,
but the undergraduates'
involvement can make this
weekend one of the most
exciting of this semester, Potts
said.
,Pc..
www.mainecampus.com
ATastyWayTo
Raise Dough.
Uno will donate 20%
of your check to:
ctiukl Or\cNfe'rfin--\ (.0clAv,sTo Ilenetit:3ftz 
Fundraiser Date: 0C-A 
Valid only at:
At the Bangor Mall
Opposite Filene's
Bangor, ME
(207)947-5000
oo3
Please present this Certificate at the time of payment to have 20% of your
check's value, excluding tax and tip, donated to the organization above.
Not to be used with other coupons or discounts. Tickets are not to be
distributed in the resuurant or within the perimeter of the parking areas.
Valid for date listed above.
3194 Vouchot 02003 LINZ) SESTAURANT COAPOMATiON
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Alleged animal molester charged
From HORSE on page 1
court. Diemer's initial appear-
ance in court is scheduled for
Nov. 12.
If convicted, Diemer could
face up to one year in jail and/or
up to $1,000 in fines for each
crime. March said the court
might also impose psychological
counseling and probation time.
The Sept. 20 incident at
Witter Farm was not the first of
its kind, but the third incident
within the past year.
The first incident occurred on
Aug. 5, 2002, followed by the
May 2003 assault. Charges have
not yet been filed in those cases
and Diemer has not been
accused of committing those
acts.
"Our investigation is continu-
ing to determine whether a con-
nection to the first two incidents
can be proven," March said.
"We are comparing what simi-
larities may exist between previ-
ous assaults and this incident."
In each of the three incidents,
three separate mare horses were
assaulted.
March said he could not com-
ment on what specifically hap-
pened to the horse in this third
incident, but he said Diemer is cur-
rently being held responsible for
the event that occurred Sept. 20.
"Although the horses victim-
ized in the first two incidents
required medical attention from
their assaults, in this case the
animal was examined by
UMaine veterinarian Dr. Robert
Causey and this horse was found
to not be in need of medical
attention subsequent to this inci-
dent," March said.
Causey was unavailable for
comment, as he is out of town.
"Animal abuse is not unheard
of, sadly," March said. "It's
shocking to nearly everyone
whether they're a pet owner or
not. Rarely do we hear of abuse
of this nature which can be cate-
gorized as a sexual assault."
Kiera Finucane, a member of
the horse barn co-op, said the
incidents have caused alarm
among members of the typically
open group.
"I think that this incident is a
scary realization for those of us
at the Witter Farm. We are a
very open and welcoming com-
munity and enjoy sharing our
animals and education with any-
one who is interested."
Security at Witter Farm has
expanded since the second
assault, March said.
Nighttime barn checks are no
longer done by one individual,
but by pairs of staff members.
Staff members also carry
UMaine Public Safety handheld
radios while working. UMaine
Public Safety officers, security
guards and community service
students perform several checks
of the farm daily, March said.
"There's lots' of checks up
there," March said. "A lot more
than in the past."
"The fact that we now have to
have constant surveillance to
ensure our animals are not
molested or abused is an unnerv-
ing thought," Finucane said.
"Especially since the majority of
people who abuse animals even-
tually 'progress' to abuse
humans."
March said proposals have
been written requesting an elec-
tric fence system for the perime-
ter of the farm's outdoor proper-
ty, which will also be purchased
by the College of Natural
Sciences, Forestry and
Agriculture. March said he con-
siders the approximately $8,000
investment worth it.
. "Sadly, just as every other
part of the world has concerns
with security, that is also true at
the University of Maine,"
March said. "The way we
respond to that fact is by
responding to crimes with stu-
dents, staff and Public Safety all
working together and looking
out for one another. Being
informed and alert and taking
the steps necessary to ensure our
own safety," March said.
Hoff speaks on state of university
From HOFF on page 1
crunch as a "good problem," one
associated with the positive aspects
of the sixth consecutive year of
increased enrollment at the univer-
sity.
"This is not a tongue-in-cheek
problem ... It's all important," Hoff
said.
Hoff addressed the parking situ-
ation and the 25 percent increase in
the cost of a Coca-Cola on campus
this year, but offered no solutions or
plans to address the issues.
Hoff also mentioned the delay in
the reopening of Balentine Hall
after completion of renovations, as
well as the closure of roads on cam-
pus due to steam line repairs and
updates. Hoff defended the delays,
saying the university is actually
ahead of schedule and was able to
start work early on the steam line
projects, minimizing the inconven-
ience to students and faculty.
A year of records for UMaine
was presented during Hoff's
address, including several advance-
ments in programs, development
and leadership throughout the uni-
versity.
Hoff noted that 29 percent of the
freshman class graduated in the top
10 percent of their high school class
and 67 percent graduated in the top
30 percent of their class. Hoff also
praised the Maine Hello orientation
program, calling it one of the best in
the country and comparing the staff
members to swarms of locusts
descending on incoming cars to
assist with move-in day.
Research grants and federal
appropriation dollars have also
increased over the past six years at
UMaine, Hoff said. He credited
the increase to nearly $27 million
in grants to extend partnerships
among the engineering depart-
ment, the new advanced manufac-
turing center and the increased
number of patents developed at the
university.
Hoff also discussed UMaine's
commitment to the environment.
Updating the aging steam lines on
campus was only one of several
future initiatives proposed by Hoff
to ensure environmental stability on
campus, he said. His plans include
the purchase of hybrid electric
vehicles for campus use, strict reg-
ulations for energy conservation in
new buildings, and new recycling
bins on campus.
Also a topic of interest was the
ongoing concern of UMaine's
board of trustees that the university
does not have enough female appli-
cants for tenure or promotion. Hoff
said this year he did not have to turn
his head or make excuses. Women
have taken positions as directors,
vice presidents and supervisors in
several departments, making the
university gender-balanced for the
first time, Hoff said.
Included in Hoff's agenda for
continuing excellence at UMaine is
help for Fogler Library.
"It's the Library Stupid," pro-
claimed Hoff's Power Point slide
introducing his plan for the library's
continued advancement, serving
the UMaine community and the
rest of the state. Hoff described the
reconstruction of the front steps and
terrace of Fogler Library as an aes-
thetic issue, but nonetheless impor-
tant.
"How can we be proud of our
campus when the center of it is lit-
erally crumbling beneath our
feet?," Hoff asked, saying that sev-
eral visitors and guests of the uni-
versity had commented on the poor
condition of the library steps.
More importantly, according to
Hoff, are the issues concerning the
contents and availability of space
within the library. Hoff is seeking
at least a half a million dollars in
state appropriations for the library
to help cover the inflating costs of
scientific journals and publica-
tions. With the cost of journals
increasing on average 15 percent
per year, Hoff estimates the journal
budget would consume the entire
library budget by the fiscal year
2008.
"We simply can't be held
hostage by international journal
publishers," Hoff said. "This is the
state's research library ... We need
them on board."
With approximately one-third of
the library's collection in storage,
the facility is not equipped to han-
dle growing university enrollment
with increased demand for seating,
study and research space and com-
puter access.
Hoff concluded his speech
reiterating the need to address cer-
tain problems on campus and con-
tinue`the pursuit of academic excel-
lence, referring to UMaine as a
place where students can find and
achieve their dreams.
"Whether it's finding and
achieving a parking space, or find-
ing and achieving a dream, we want
to be that place," Hoff said.
WORD
of mouth
What is this?
"I would assume that's
a California Raisin."
Meag Small
Fourth-year
Women's studies
"It's a raisin man!"
Mary Lacadie Entrepeneur
Coffee shop queen
"It's the little raisin peo-
ple!"
Kelly Kidd
Campus Crusade for
Christ minister
"I don't know what that is,
it looks like a frog."
Lucner Charlestra
Graduate Student
Ecology, environmental
science
"It's an M&M, no wait! It's
a California Raisin!"
Caitlin Griffin
First-year
Equine business manage-
ment
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Gaming
mecca opens
Where can the student body
find solace from their assign-
ments and empty extracurricular
activities you ask? In the two
small nooks that were once
devoted to the Computer Cluster
and the MaineCard Office: E-
Sports.
The long awaited opening of
the University of Maine's only
electronic hot-spot brought
arcade classics such as air hockey
and Super Chexx, which give stu-
dents mindless fun.
It is not true that every club or
organization affiliated with
UMaine is looking to profit from
the exploitations of your average
student's wallet. E-Sports was
opened early, efficiently and is a
clean place to have sinful fun —
thank you Maine Bound.
Hoff fails to
offer solutions
Part of the role of a leader is to
be a problem solver — to identify
an undesirable situation and offer a
course of action to rectify it. In
President Hoff's State of the
University address Wednesday, the
head of our university mentioned
many important issues, but failed to
provide any solutions to the prob-
lems that concern the student body.
Hoff's comments about park-
ing and Coke machines, while
they show a sincere concern,
won't help students who drive
around campus for an hour look-
ing for a parking spot. While pur-
suing a parking space may not be
the equivalent of pursuing a
dream, the students at this univer-
sity needed Hoff to deal with the
immediacy of the campus's prob-
lems. Hoff also failed to address
the issue of campus safety, which
has been on the minds of students
and the community after recent
attempted abductions.
If Hoff's role as president of our
university is that of a true leader, he
should have given a least some indi-
cation that solutions to these prob-
lems are in the works. Instead, he
left students wondering if their voic-
es will continue to go unheard.
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Politics and the press
One small victory for a time-tested ideal
A resolution debated by
General Student Senate last
night came dangerously close to
localizing the practice of censor-
ship. Resolution#: 24S-181-09-
16-03, Introduced by freshman
senator Brigham McNaughton,
the resolution attempted to
"appeal to the administration of
the University of Maine for bet-
ter supervision of The Maine
Campus." The resolution, which
failed, was a thinly veiled
attempt by GSS to affect the
content of The Maine Campus.
In McNaughton's statement of
fact, the senator wrote: "The
paper is doing nothing to defeat
the negative stereotypes of colle-
giate life, nor is it promoting
positive behavior...While it is
BY THE MAINE
CAMPUS EDITORIAL
BOARD
The Maine Campus' constitu-
tional right to publish whatever
opinions it sees fit, it should
attempt to be balanced in its con-
tent." Asked to comment on the
resolution, McNaughton told a
reporter for this paper, "The res-
olution had nothing to do with
censorship or content, it was
only about policies. It was about
the fact that The Maine Campus
was not being held to the same
standards that the other student
organizations are being held to."
This statement is misleading.
While McNaughton said he had
general administrative concerns
in mind when he introduced the
resolution, if #24S-181-09-16-
03 had passed, a dangerous blow
would have been struck both to
The Maine Campus, and inde-
pendent college presses across
the country. The implications are
fundamentally simple: a student
newspaper ceases to be a student
newspaper as soon as a faculty
advisor is introduced. On sever-
al campuses in New England,
the collegiate press is run, in
part, with considerable input
from the respective administra-
tion. The staff of The Maine
Campus feels that not only does
this run a chain around the
bounds of content, it pulls
See FREE SPEECH page 9
Letters to the Editor
•Gay articles fall short
Perhaps opinion writers
Travis Bourassa and Marshall
Dury might conduct some
basic research before blather-
ing on to reveal their ignorance
regarding queer issues. While
they may intend to be support-
ive, their recent columns in
The Maine Campus are less
than helpful.
In Dury's "We failed gay
students," he cites New York
City's Harvey Milk School for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-
gender and questioning
(LGBTQ) students as a "step
backwards" without offering a
step forward on the road to
creating caring school commu-
nities. He fails to recognize
that students are not just
"being made fun of because of
whom [they] date" in school.
Some students, including
many young Mainers, are sub-
jected to daily threats to their
physical safety and serious
ongoing harassment because of
nothing but their perceived
sexual orientation.
When teachers and adminis-
trators look away, they ignore
and compound these serious
problems. Even basic learning
See LETTERS page 9
Speaking
"booty"
ALICE
SHIN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
This just in: Beyonce
Knowles hates booty talk. She
claims her booty past is eating
her life. You know what they
say: Too much booty isn't good
for your body, especially if it's
eating your pants ... I mean past.
According to Miss Knowles, too
much booty talk is not helping
her career either. The 22-year-
old singer/actress/booty-being
claims that she has grown up
from her booty'ways and desires
to cleanse herself of her silly
Destiny's Child pre-teen ways.
"It's really silly. I wrote a
song called 'Bootylicious,'
maybe three years ago. And now
the word is in the dictionary. To
be honest, I hate the word," said
former booty-being, Beyonce.
I understand Beyonce's
annoyance at the word bootyli-
cious used in every magazine
and promotional material, but
correct me if I'm wrong: Wasn't
she the one who made up the
word? I smell a hypocrite.
Beyonce's explanation of
why the word bootylicious was
created was because of her ever-
protruding back end. Apparently,
Beyonce felt she was gaining
weight and wanted to celebrate
her curvy booty by writing a
song about how delicious it
looked.
Speaking of delicious, have
you heard of Beyonce's new
bootylicious diet? It's a daily
lunch that consists of six tomato
slices and four cucumber slices.
Wait, I've heard of this diet
somewhere, it's called "The
Anorexia."
Is Beyonce trying to become
the next Ally McBeal or is she
just sick of being called the
booty queen? But more impor-
tantly, I wonder how many times
I used the word booty in this
article. Blame it on Beyonce —
booty talk is contagious.
. iAlice Shin s a freshman
undeclared major.
www.mainecampus.com
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Free speech
expression and opinion to the
heel of a higher power; the
result, overwhelmingly, is a
weaker paper. Importantly, the
supporters of this resolution
offered as their impetus behind
signing on to the bill as an
attempt at bettering the general
welfare of the UMaine student
body. "I am very disappointed
that it ended the way it did,"
Senator Matt Desmond said after
the resolution was defeated. "I
think having a faculty advisor
would help The Maine Campus,
giving them a little bit of direc-
tion." But, by default, the resolu-
tion would have forced direction
on this staff. What the supporters
of this bill failed to understand
was that The Maine Campus
does not exist for the purpose of
promoting student life or defeat-
ing a negative stereotype. A
newspaper exists to report the
news and provide a forum for
the free exchange of ideas; if the
General Student Senate, ostensi-
bly speaking for the student
body, had a problem with said
forum, they might have changed
it with words, instead of force.
As stated in an editorial pub-
lished on Sept. 22, "The Maine
Campus frequently allows the
illusion of monopoly, [but] this
illusion is dangerous and mis-
guided. Although the paper's
editorial board monitors the con-
tent of each section, letters to the
Letters
is impossible in such a hostile
environment. Dury fails to
offer any solution, yet suggests
students should stay put while
the problems persist and more
fragile lives are shattered. New
York simply offers LGBTQ
students a safe place to learn
within the Harvey Milk
School.
Travis Bourassa's homopho-
bia shines through in "Straight
guy on 'Queer Eye." Bravo's
new show, "Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy" never claims to
be anything but entertainment.
His description of the five gay
hosts as "very effeminate" is
not only inaccurate — Kyan,
Thom and Ted are not all that
flamboyant — but continues
the ridiculous notion that the
only acceptable image for a
man is a completely masculine
one. I applaud the Fab Five for
from page 8
editor are, and will continue to
be the free property of the staff
and students at UMaine."
Additionally of free use are the
News, Style, Sports and
Soapbox sections of the newspa-
per. Students and faculty are
often encouraged to submit arti-
cle ideas, opinion pieces or dis-
senting letters; however, the sup-
porters of resolution #24S-181-
09-16-03 never once submitted a
letter to our editorial pages.
Supreme Court Justice
William Orville Douglas once
said: "Restriction of free thought
and free speech is the most dan-
gerous of all subversions. It is
the one un-American act that
could most easily defeat us."
That members of an organiza-
tion that purport to assist the stu-
dent body of the University of
Maine would attempt to stifle a
forum that exists as an outlet for
their freedoms is appalling. And
that McNaughton referenced the
constitution while trying to
undermine its ideals is laugh-
able. The Maine Campus is now,
and should forever be, student
run. Thankfully, the insight of
some senators was enough to
ensure that the government and
administration keep their hands
off of the press.
The Maine Campus is the stu-
dent run newspaper of the
University of Maine and has
been since 1875.
from page 8
being themselves, effeminate
and otherwise. Bourassa's nar-
row view of what constitutes a
real man is ridiculously limit-
ing.
Similarly, "Queer as Folk"
and other shows do not claim
to represent all gay men. I
surely don't watch "The West
Wing" and assume I've had an
exclusive look into the real
workings of the White House.
The majority of gay men's
lives are just as routine as
Bourassa's, I'm sure.
Maybe these two writers
could attend a meeting of
Wilde Stein Alliance, hear a
speaker from Outright or take
Sandy Caron's Human
Sexuality 101 before they
sound off again in "support" of
queer issues.
Matthew Small
UMaine class of '02
TIIEMAINE
CAMPUS Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• The ox•
Bumstock 2004
What have we learned from last year's tragedy?
It was no less than four
months ago when the study
body experienced the tragedy
that was Bumstock 2003. I
stand steadfast in my belief
that it was a mistake to try and
bring Fat Joe to the University
of Maine, and I am still timid
about what this year's music
festival. will bring to the stu-
dents
I speak for the student body
when I ask Erin Smith to make
sure that this year's Bumstock
doesn't suck. Indeed I can
overlook the finality of last
year. Little Egypt was grand
and Paranoid Social Club cer-
tainly gained a fan with their
stellar performance, but how
do I know I'm not going to be
left in the rain, again, chanting
the name of Fat Joe's succes-
sor ad noisome? Do I have
some sort of fail safe? Are the
students being assured a good
time or are we hoping for
chance again this time?
You've heard my take on last
year's situation: Fat Joe sucked
because it was in his human
nature to dick certain people
over — mainly Joe and Jane
tuition payer. Amazingly
though, I still find people who
are willing to defend the choice
to bring Fatty McJ to campus.
Why? The man is a flake. He
enjoys spending his time eating,
rapping and struggling to
breathe. Surely with such a
OPINION EDITOR
packed daily schedule, he would
have found it in his entertaining
heart to make the trek up to our
fine institution. But alas, it was
not meant to be — no sense in
beating the dead horse.
The Bumstock folder on
FirstClass is littered with
ideas — all opinionated
beliefs in some bands that
very well may, rock. Some of
them I would not be too
thrilled to see show up, but
other suggestions such as The
Toadies, Sevendust or even a
mind-blowing act such as
Interpol stoke me up for the
glory that is Bumstock. This
year's committee is being
allocated roughly $50,000 to
put on this fine UMaine tradi-
tion and I would hate to see it
run the painful course that was
last years Bumstock.
I don't like making enemies
but since the large stage was
thrown out the window of
good ideas, can't we get an
assurance on the big names,
fun times and loud music. I
can imagine, though, trying to
tell a band like Sevendust that
the stage they will be perform-
ing on is quite possibly small-
er than their first bedroom. But
to stay true to my punk roots,
ha, it does not take a large
stage or an elaborate setup to
be a kick-ass show.
I'm not trying to reopen the
painful wound that Smith surely
remembers from last year. She
most likely sweat blood for a
large part of Bumstock's after-
math and maybe had a fever
dream or two that Fatty Mei was
eating her. Obesity aside, it begs
reminding that you the student
have the power to control what
bands appear at Bumstock.
Remember, it's mostly your
money they are juggling around
so why not shove your opinion
down their throats?
Maybe I'm not a true music
fan if I don't know the names
of whom the Bumstock com-
mittee is trying to contact
already: Dust To Dust, Cinder,
Murder By Death or even
Reggie & The Full Effect. I'm
certainly not saying that these
bands would be a bad choice
because frankly I have no idea
who the hell-any of them are.
What I am saying is that if I
am left at the proverbial altar
that will be Bumstock 2004,
there will be hell to pay. Let us
hope that this year's commit-
tee will succeed where last
year's performers failed.
Marshall Dury is a senior
English major.
Do not call me again
There was recently a good
chance that we were not going
to get our wish. No, I'm not
talking about the delay that
was considered and aban-
doned in the Californian
recall election scheduled for
next week. I'm talking about
the do-not-call list that caused
such a frenzy this summer
when millions of phone num-
bers were compiled in the
interests of telemarketing.
Specifically, so that you
would no longer be bothered
by it.
Created by the Federal
Trade Commission in con-
junction with the Federal
Communications
Commission, the list was
recently challenged in the
courts as being illegal, since
wording in the law books pro-
viding for such a list did not
give the authority for one to
be made by the FTC. This was
the last ditch effort, a tentacle
sent blindly outward by an
industry which didn't like to
have said to it, "we don't like
you."
You don't have to be
reminded why people general-
ly have a low opinion of tele-
The list lives on
ANTHONY
-LAPLUME
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
marketers. To say that the
majority of Americans could
live without them would be an
understatement worthy of
Guinness, and now a bonified
fact as testified by the new
list. Congress put aside party
differences to give the FTC
the authorization it needed to
ensure all of the work, not to
mention phone numbers, put
into this list wouldn't be in
vain.Heck, Bush comes out a
winner here as well. You can
also thank the FCC for an
assist.
What's not to love about all
this? Those who don't mind
getting these telephone ads
and who didn't sign up for the
lists will be free to continue
on receiving them. There
might be a tightening of the
belt in telemarketing busi-
nesses, but the tradeoff is that
there will probably be a high-
er rate of successful pitches,
and less emotional stress for
phone jocks who otherwise
would continue down the
beaten path of being hung up
on. I've never held such a job,
but I'd imagine that every
once and a while, it has to
seem personal.
The catch-22 of the do-not-
call list is that anyone you've
recently been suckered into
playing along with is fret—tb'Pri
continue on as usual, as are
charities and politicians.
Maybe it's because I live in
the wrong area, but I've never
had a problem with either of
these issues. Depending on
your own experience, you
might have a different opin-
ion.
I've heard recently of peo-
ple getting an unusual amount
of telemarketing calls, before
the deadline that- is now a day
past. I hope none of the read-
ers of this fine newspaper fell
prey to this trick. For those
who now live in a post-
telespam era, I think I speak
for all. of them when I say to
those poor souls who now
might like to complain about
it, no we don't have any inter-
est. Good-bye.
Anthony Laplume is a sen-
ior English major.
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Dark best-selling author
mystifies Hauck audience
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor
New York Times best-selling
author, Tess Gerritsen, came to the
University of Maine yesterday.
Her visit, sponsored by the
Bookstore and the English depart-
ment, consisted of a discussion
with various English students, a
reading from her newest book, a
question and answer session and a
book-signing session.
Holly Williams, publications
coordinator for the Bookstore,
invited Gerritsen to campus via e-
mail and set up the day's events.
Her visit is a kick-off for October,
which is both Mystery Month and
Read Around New England
month.
"I love Tess' work and think
she's absolutely fabulous,"
Williams said. "It's fun to have her
here to coincide with this month."
Gerritsen, a resident of
Camden, ME, is the author of
best-selling novels such as "The
Harvest" and "The Apprentice."
Her newest book, "The Sinner,"
was released in August as a part of
the series begun by "The
Apprentice." As part of her visit to
UMaine, she read from "The
Sinner." This was preluded by a
brief introduction about herself
and a description of her work.
This was followed by an open
forum, where she answered sever-
al questions regarding her ideas,
her writing and the dark tone
many of her books have.
She defends the ideas and
images presented in her books as
being things she took from foren-
sics reports and true occurrences.
"The truth is reality is far
worse than anything I could imag-
ine," Gerritsen said.
This event was primarily run
by the bookstore in an effort to
extend their reach beyond selling
textbooks.
"We really would like to coop-
erate more with all departments,"
Williams said. "We sell textbooks,
but we are more than that."
Bill Hockensmith, director of
the Bookstore, agreed with
Williams.
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
DEAR LISSA — Tess Gerritsen signs a copy of her new
book "The Sinner" after her reading.
"If the bookstore can add to the
experience of the people of the
University community we will,"
he said. "This is a college, the
whole thing should be a learning
experience."
Gerritsen's visit is just one of
four book-signings this month,
and many more this semester.
Other authors being spotlighted
for these events include
University professors and former
staff members, as well as other big
name authors, such as children's
author, Lynn Plourde.
"If we can get our hands on a
hot author," Hockensmith said.
"We will do it."
Wicked cheap and wicked good
Dysart's Restaurant serves up quality food around the clock
By Matthew Myers
For The Maine Campus
Roughly 20 minutes south of
campus stands a mecca for the
hung-over, the weary travelers, and
those with the 3 a.m. munchies.
There stands Dysarts, the 24-hour
and 365-day a year truck stop
restaurant. Dysarts is your best bet
late at night, especially since your
other local options are limited to
the national chains, Dunkin'
Donuts and Denny's. And it's right
off Exit 44 on 1-95.
Dysarts is actually a conglomer-
ate of several services. There is a
hotel, a shop offering everything
from KISS Zippo lighters to
Beanie Babies to dash trim kits for
your Ford F-150, and an arcade,
conveniently located by the show-
ers.
But nobody goes to Dysart's
strictly to shop or to play video
games. They go to Dysart's to eat,
and they go there especially to eat
breakfast.
Everything at Dysart's is huge.
There are long tables that seat 18,
two of which are marked "Truckers
Only." The breakfast menu is four
pages long with a chalkboard of
11111•111111111 -
,
TASTY TRUCKER FOOD — The Dysart's Truck Stop
spot for truckers and student's alike.
daily specials to boot. On one par-
ticular day, a menu insert details
the fresh tree-ripened apples from
Conanat's orchards, and various
deserts made with, these apples. A
large juice is 22 ounces. There is a
single dessert with 18 scoops of ice
cream. People don't come here for
the granola - although it is on the
menu. They come here for a feast.
On a recent Sunday morning, we
arrived at Dysart's and got in a line
CAMPUS PHOTO • TAMARA MONROE
Restaurant is a favorite
of about 25 people. Ten minutes
later we were seated and pouring
coffee from a carafe that our waitress
brought us immediately after we sat
See DYSARTS page 13
HEALTH SPOT
A case
of the
sniffles
By Tara Hire and Jay
Fonseca
For The Maine Campus
HACK, sniffle, COUGH,
snort. These are the sounds of
the beginning of a new flu and
cold season. Exciting, huh?
Throughout the fall semester
and sometimes into spring, we
will hear the sniffling, dribb-
ley noses and phlegm-driving
coughs of full-blown colds all
over campus. If you do not
want to fall victim to these
pesky viruses, you had better
start boosting up your
immune system now.
First, try to prevent the
"You're sick?
Here's the first
ever Maine
Campus Legal
Drug Guide."
virus from even entering your
body. Wash your hands often:
After class, before eating, and
after touching public items. If
you really want to avoid a
virus steer, clear of any sick
friends, loved ones and co-
workers.
Now, how do you boost the
immune system to help pre-
vent an acute onset of cold
symptoms? First of all, drink
lots of water. Especially dur-
ing the flu and cold seasons,
water helps your body to
function properly. Take
Vitamin C, Vitamin A and zinc
supplements. These vitamins
and mineral help your body's
natural defenses destroy the
cold virus. Also, you should
get plenty of sleep. If you are
over-stressed or over-tired,
your body is more susceptible
to presenting cold symptoms.
Echinacea and Astragallus
membranaceus are some pop-
ular and well-researched
herbal immune system boost-
ers. Echinacea increases
your natural resistance by
stimulating "effector cells".
These cells go around look-
ing for other cells that do not
belong and engulf and
destroy them. Astragallus
membranaceus increases the
activity of immune cell pro-
See au page 13
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By Luke Krummel
Staff Writer
Since the fall of 2001, funk/ jam
band, Doctor Radical has been a sta-
ple at the University of Maine.
Originally consisting of Bill Mayo,
Tim Johnston, Caleb Wheeler and
Ryan Foss, the Doc has jammed at
many local venues including
"We have a lot
of personality
[and] stylistic
conflicts within
the band, but
honestly, I can't
see myself
playing with
any other
musicians."
Bumstock, Ushuaia and the Bear
Brew Pub.
Time has taken its toll on these
funkaholics, however, losing Foss
to the open road, and getting served
up a slice of hiatus pie as they only
have time to play together when
booked for a live show.
The story of this band starts back
in the fall of 2001 when Johnston, a
bassist, began cruising through
some posted ads and came across a
flyer by a budding guitarist, Mayo.
The two got together and quickly
began jamming. With half of the
quartet complete, Mayo introduced
saxophone specialist Foss to
Johnston. Also with Mayo came
high school band mate and drum-
mer, Wheeler.
"Caleb and Bill have been play-
ing together forever," Johnston said.
"They are basically inseparable, and
hence the foursome."
With the line-up complete, the
only sea left to sail was that of nam-
ing the band. According to
Johnston, several names were
tossed around, including: T. Bob
Tubb, The Mass Device, and
Tighty-Whities Music Band.
Ultimately, the four decided on
Doctor Radical.
"It's really a great name,"
Johnston said. "Short, no gimmick."
But the band hasn't always been
on solid ground. During the summer
of 2002,Johnston left for Japan with
no plans to return to the band.
"They knew a bassist they liked
better, and I figured that would
wok, but it didn't," Johnston said.
"We have a lot of personality [and]
stylistic conflicts within the band,
but honestly,! can't see myself play-
ing with any other musicians."
Doctor Radical re-formed in the
fall of 2002.
"There are different levels of get-
ting along with people," Johnston
said. "For example, you might hate
someone on your swim team, with-
IBES FUNK
FILE PHOTO
JAMMIN — Bassist Tim Johnston, drummer Caleb Wheeler, and guitarist Bill Mayo
of the band Doctor Radical, perform in Memorial Union last October. The band is
currently one of the leading bands on the local music scene. They have played at
least three gigs already this semester and plan on playing more.
with Tim
Johnston of Dr.
Radical
Maine Campus: Who are
some influential musicians and
hands to Doctor Radical?
Ti: Phish, Zappa, Weather
Report. Bill always says Slash
from Guns N' Roses is his
biggest influence. Caleb is a
heavy metal drummer, so Tool
for him. I like hearing live,
local music. We all like
Medeski Martin and Wood as
well.
MC: Any albums on Doctor
Radical's resume?
Ti: None. Although we've
recorded most of our shows,
and attempted six or seven stu-
dio tracks, we just never got
anything good enough to have
people give us money to listen
to.
MC: As a musician, how do
you fell that you've benefited
hailing from UMaine?
Ti: I think we've had time
to incubate our sound for a
while, without the mainstream
shooting us down. I think we
wasted our opportunity by not
getting really, really good. But
if we had done the same thing
in New York the last couple of
years, people would've been
tired of us after just a few gigs,
and we never would've been
successful.
MC: Are you guys looking
to replace Ryan [Foss] at all, or
are you going to run with the
threesome?
Ti: Run with the threesome.
If Ryan comes back, we'd prob-
ably pick him back up again.
in that team. But taken outside of
that setting, with all the swimmers
out there, you'd probably choose
that guy you hated to swim along
side you."
Fall and spring semesters went
by with the band at a standstill as far
as writing was concerned. Touring
and playing live shows, however,
was the best it had ever been.
Foss recently left the band after a
cross-country road trip landed him
in California. Johnston has found
himself in Boston trying to land a
steady job. Wheeler and Mayo are
currently in their hometown of
Waterville, Maine. The band plays
on, reforming for the occasional gig.
"We'll basically play shows
whenever people hire us," Johnston
said. "We are so far from each other
geographically, that we can't just
jam. If someone asks us to play,
we'll practice a couple of times and
go for it."
Toss a funk band and a jam band
into a blender, and what pops out is
Doctor Radical. With the bass of a
funk band, and extended instrumen-
tals of a jam band, Doctor Radical
brings prat sound to the airwaves;
one that has changed since the
departure of Foss.
"We are actually a lot better—
sounding than i expert&l," said
Johnston. "A tad kinkier, and less
"Ryan looks
like the front
man, Bill plays
like the front
man, and I sing
like the front
man."
noisy."
On stage, each member of
Doctor Radical contributes equally.
"Ryan looks like the front man,
Bill plays like the front man, and I
sing like the front man," said
Johnston. "Our show has to be seen
to be understood."
A fair assessment. The band
unleashes a fair number of jokes on
the audience, which are not always
understood.
"After playing to some non-
responsive audiences, we've just
about given up on trying to let peo-
ple in on the jokes," Johnston said.
"Just because audiences aren't on
the inside of Radical's circle, does-
n't mean they aren't having fun at
shows. Maybe we sounded shitty,
and weren't funny, but we still
entertained people by looking like
we're having fun."
With the members of Radical so
spread out, it may seem hard for the
band to maintain their momentum.
As long as fans keep reaching for
Doctor Radical, rather than Dr.
Radical, this band will keep on
handing out directions to jam-land.
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Romp.com entertains the simple-minded
By Tony Reaves
For The Maine Campus
Do you think Pauly Shore is
funny? Is Fred Durst among
your heroes? Do you have noth-
ing to contribute to society?
Yes? Well, I found a site you'd
love, but you won't get to find
out about it because I don't want
people like you reading my col-
umn.
This is for the rest of us.
Romp.com is so lame that I
cringe at the amount of band-
width its fans are sucking up by
downloading its flash cartoons,
which average three megabytes
each. This site fails on so many
levels that it's hard to know
where to begin.
In these flash cartoons you
control Jake, the unholy spawn
of Shore and Durst, in his car-
toon quests to have sex with
poorly drawn caricatures of
women in a "Choose Your Own
Adventure" format. He rhymes
in almost every sentence, sort of
like Roadblock from the old G.
1. Joe cartoon, but with the same
intonations as the aforemen-
tioned star of "Son in Law."
In the classic clip "Mile High
Club 2," Jake eyes two women
across the aisle in the airplane
and uses the surefire pickup
line, "Hey ladies, want to have
my baaaaaybies?" Their
response: "He's funny — and
cute."
Don't get me wrong; it's not
the misogyny I'm opposed to,
but the inept way the misogyny
is carried out. James Bond and
Snoop Dogg have made an art
out of treating women like
COURTESY PHOTO • ROMP.COM
objects. Jake is trying desper-
ately to join their club, but in the
end his little cartoons are barely
up to par with "The Man Show.'
I tried to be fair with Jake, who
is also the site's Web master. I
went on about half a dozen
adventures, having sex in air-
planes with multiple women at
once, and using several different
drugs. I took off my thinking
cap and lowered my standards.
I tried to view the site ironically
or as a parody, but it wasn't
funny in any context. It's no
wonder that, even in his cartoon
fantasies, Jake has to offer
women ecstasy before they're
interested.
Romp.com has changed the
way I see the world. Compared
to this, "In the Army Now" is
actually somewhat funny.
Remember when Pauly acciden-
tally fired the rocket back-
wards? That was awesome. I'd
almost support Patriot Act 2 if
they added a provision banning
this site. Romp.com is a very
effective argument against free
speech.
This site is a little funnier
than comedian Andrew Dice
Clay, but so is dying of cancer.
Like Clay, Jake approaches sex
from the perspective of a guy
who learned everything he
knows about it from skin maga-
zines and Web sites. Snoop
Dogg sounds like he's coming
from experience; Jake just saw
Ron Jeremy do this stuff in a
movie.
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All piercings are $8.00 including jewelry
Hospital grade sterilization
State licensed & inspected
Single use needles & inks
35 years combined experience
Evergrowing line of jewelry & artwork
Expanded to accomodate our growing clientel
Specializing in custom & portrait work
15% discount on tattoos with student ID
25 North Main St. BREWER
989-2436
'No use' show
rocks Ushuaia
By Alice Shin
For The Maine Campus
Despite a small crowd, low
participation in moshing and a
leaky ceiling, two of the more
famous independent punk bands
around gave a great show
Monday night at Ushuaia.
Roughly 50 people were there as
the show literally started off on a
rainy set. The ceiling must have
had holes in it, as rain sprinkled
down like special effects through
out the show.
Every Forty Seconds, a punk
outfit from Portland, Maine, got
"This concert
proved that
punk is not
dead, even in
the punk-
starved state of
Maine."
the party started with a blend of
Boston's hard-core punk and
Green Day inspired pop-punk.
The majority of the crowd, not
having heard of Every Forty
Seconds, were shuffling their
feet uncomfortably to the music.
There were a few people who
just randomly moshed to the
music, making the set more
enjoyable.
Next up was Irish Car Bomb,
who sounded like the bastard
child of Irish-folk inspired punk
band, Dropkick Murphy's and
the legendary California punk
band Rancid. They had a more
enthusiastic response from the
crowd, mostly because of their
energy on stage and entertaining
presence. They would crack a
few jokes in between and get the
crowd alive with fast-paced
songs. With their energy and
presence, along with their talent,
this is a band to look out for in
the future.
Useless I.D, a band from
Israel that has been around for
quite a while and often recog-
nized from their split album with
MTV pop-punk favorites, The
Atari's, came on stage resem-
bling a reggae band . Two out of
the four members had braided
hair, one shaped like a pineapple
and the other reminiscent of Bob
Marley. They announced that all
of their songs were about doing
drugs, buying drugs, and girls
doing drugs, which got the
crowd in a frenzy. They put on an
amusing set which included one
of the members running off to
the bathroom in between a song.
It's hard to be famous and not
be called a sell-out in the stan-
dards of punk these days, but
Bigwig proves that all you need
is 99 percent sweat and one-per-
cent beer to make an impact on
even the crustiest old-school
punkers. They were impressive
with their intense liveliness on
stage and their immense talent as
a 3-piece hard-core band out of
New Jersey. The crowd, by this
point, was explosive. Fat guys
crashed into skinny guys in a
strange dance of moshing, while
hard-core fans of Bigwig sang
along at the top of their lungs.
Bigwig finished off their set with
a cover of straight-edge punk
band Minor Threat's song, "I
Don't Wanna Hear It." This
drove the mass of people into
madness as they shouted out the
words "I DON'T WANT TO
HEAR IT."
Finally, No Use For A Name
took the stage around midnight.
As they blasted the song, "Life
Size Mirror" off of their claim to
fame album "More Betterness,"
the crowd slowly crept up
towards the stage. They cheered
on Tony Sly; the charming lead
vocal and guitarist, Matt Riddle;
the beefy bassist, Dave Nassie;
the handsome lead guitarist, and
Rory Koff; the captivating drum-
mer, as they played any request
shouted out by the crowd. They
played some of their older, more
straight-out punk songs off of
their 1997 release "Making
Friends," "Invincible," which
was definitely one of the crowd
favorites and "On The Outside,"
just to name a few. They also
threw in a mix of songs "More
Betterness." There's no use
explaining the chaos as the band
without a name pleased the
punk-starved Maine crowd into- a'
huge mosh pit. No Use For A
Name ended the set with
"Justified Black Eye," a punk
song to the core from their 1995
release "Leche Con Carne" and
left the crowd starving for more.
This concert proved that punk
is not dead, even in the punk-
starved state of Maine. All it
takes is some quality music and
everyone can rock on.
Use your Maine Card for on campus
deliveries, or bring it in for $2,00 off
our great dinner buffets,
• .52.00 discount not valid for lunch
buffets. Cannot be combined
with any other discount.
ORIENTAL JADE
Bangor Mall Blvd., Next to Bangor Cinemas
www.orientaljade.com • 947-6969
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CD REVIEWS
A combination of catchy
melodies and down to earth lyrics
drive "Perfect Change," the major
label debut of Dakona, one of
Canada's premier bands.
Reminiscent of Our Lady
Peace's early albums - thanks to
producer Arnold Lanni, who had
previously worked with the band
- "Perfect Change" succeeds
where others have failed by
remaining simple while using
intelligent chord progressions and
a rich, layered sound to produce
an album as beautiful as it is
understandable.
In the first track, "Waiting,"
vocalist Ryan McAllister strings
together such lines as "And I
made this bed I lay in / But I
should have called the maid,"
giving the listener a serious yet
light-hearted look at life and emo-
tion, an idea that persists through-
Released Sept. 23, Rufus
Wainwright's newest master-
piece, "Want One," is filled with
everything one- would expect
from this Canada native. There
really is no stereotyping his
music. It varies from finger snap-
ping to the mellow kind of sound
you might want to fall asleep or
take a bubble bath to.
This album, his third, lives up
to the standards of the first two.
The CD opens with the a-cappel-
la smooth and familiar harmonies
of Wainwright's multi-octave
voice. Once the tuba's chime in,
he begins to sing of his strange
outlook on life as an artist in "Oh
What a World." If you listen
closely you can hear that
Wainwright added in a snippet of
the classical piece —Bolero" by
Ravel.
This is a wonderful opening
song, and it builds anticipation
for the tracks to come.
The second song, "I Don't
Know What It Is," has a slight
"Perfect Change"
Dakona
Maverick Records
out the album. It surfaces again A
during the song "Richest Man,"
in which he says he could have "a
hole in my belly / No shoes on my
soul."
Musically and melodically the
album is very well put together.
"Revolver" is definitely a stand-
out track in this sense. It builds
and grows as it moves along until
the first chorus where it erupts
into a triumphant combination of
simple guitar licks and a powerful
melody, then kicks into heavy
guitar riffs for the next verse.
Released on Maverick
Records - a subsidiary of Warner
Bros. -, "Perfect Change" is defi-
nitely an album for those who are
already into such bands as Better
Than Ezra, Our Lady Peace, and
Default, as well as anyone
who enjoys good, solid rock.
— Jesse Davis
"Want One"
Rufus Wainwright
Dreamworks Records
pop/soft rock feel to it, but it is
still just as wonderful as the first
song. The rest of the CD contin-
ues to support that. The best track
on the album has to be "Beautiful
Child." It's unlike anything ever
heard from Wainwright. It's got a
strange tribal sound to it that you
can't help but tap your foot to
Other notable songs are
"Movies of Myself", "Vibrate"
and the gorgeous ballad
"Natasha." The songs "Pretty
things" or "14th street" do fall
short of the rest of the album.
They are reminiscent of other
songs Wainwright has done, so
they seem rather monotonous.
"Want One" is titled as such to
indicate that it will be followed
up by a sequel album, "Want
Two," which will encompass the
remainder of the tracks meant for
this project. This is perfect,
because after hearing this album,
one will definitely be left want-
ing more.
— Aerin Raymond
STORE andSKEETERIS REDEMPTION
705 Stillwater Av. Old tdwri i()7t, CENTER
BEER WINE SODA TOBACCO KEGS
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Dysart's relaxing for hangovers
From DYSART"S page 10
down. It had been several hours
since my last gorging, so I attempt-
ed the dish known as "Dave's
Favorite," which featured an out-
standing corned beef hash. The
hash was homemade, browned and
crispy on the outside, just like it
should be served. This breakfast
also came with two eggs, home
fries, homemade toast, and baked
beans. All of it was, as the kids say,
"killer." I also ordered biscuits and
gravy, a dish we don't see too often
north of the Waffle House-IHOP
line. The two soft biscuits were
accompanied with luscious sausage
gravy. "Dave's Favorite" was an
absolute steal at $6.95, and the bis-
cuits and gravy were only $2.95.
The portions were so large
even I could not finish them. My
companion fared a little better
with her short stack of blueberry
pancakes which she claimed were
"perfect" and which she also
refused to share. The pancakes
were $6.50 including sausage pat-
ties.
Other items on the menu range
in price from $325 for a breakfast
sandwich to $12.95 for steak and
eggs. Our bill for two, including
coffee and giant tomato juices, was
$25.60. Service is speedy and truck
stop friendly, but if you have prob-
lems being called 'hun,' or ` darlin,'
leave those problems at home.
Dysart's is a visual treat. The
giant dining room allows for peo-
ple-watching on a large scale.
It's nice to see people outside the
ages of 18 to 25 when you've
been on campus for a while.
There are picture windows, and
plenty of sun. Even though it is
noisy with conversation, Dysart's
is still relaxing to the hung-over
brain. The only attempts at creat-
ing an atmosphere seem to be
easy-listening music piped in one
room, and country music in the
room with the Truckers' tables.
But, there is plenty of accidental
atmosphere at Dysart's. People
from all over the world have
eaten here, and people from all
over central Maine make it a reg-
ular destination.
If you're too stuffed to drive
right after you eat breakfast,
remember you can play Big Game
Hunter, or the famous Ms. Pac-
man/ Galaga combo. This place
gets high recommendations from
me. It's cheap, with good atmos-
phere and good food. Plus, you will
have plenty to eat for days to come.
Thank God for doggie bags.
Remedies abundant for sickly students
From HEALTH page 10
duction. This gives you more,
cells to fight off infection.
Consult the package for cor-
rect doses of these herbs.
You should not take either of
these herbs for continuous
periods of time, only take
them at the first signs of cold
and stop taking them after
•one week.
There is a free flu clinic on
campus tentatively scheduled
for Oct. 15 and 16.
Remember you need a new flu
shot every year.
But what if you're already
sick...
So despite your best efforts
to eat well, drink lots of flu-
ids - without alcohol content-
and to get more than four
hours of sleep a night, you're
sick. Here's the first ever
Maine Campus Legal Drug
Guide!
Got a head or body ache?
Take Tylenol — acetamino-
phen — or the cheapest
generic form.
Acetaminophen is safer than
aspirin, but you can't be one
of those people who take four
or five pills at a time. Taking
more pills won't make the
effect come on any faster, and
overdosing like that could
just land you in the hospital.
Also, don't take Tylenol and
then go party. Alcohol and
any kind of medicine together
is crazy stupid.
Got a fever? Don't take
anything unless your fever is
above 101 degrees. Fevers
are a good natural defense in
your immune system.
Instead, have your roommate
get you a two-liter bottle of
Juicy-Juice — it's 100 per-
cent juice — and drink it all
by the end of the day.
Tomorrow, fill the empty bot-
tle back up with water and
drink that. Your body needs
all that fluid when you have a
fever to help deal with the
tremendous amount of energy
your body uses while you're
sick. If your fever does spike
over 101 though, take some
regular strength Tylenol. You
want to keep the fever at or
below 101. If it continues to
go up with Tylenol, go to
Cutler.
If any of your symptoms
persist or your fever spikes
above 104 degrees, call
Cutler at 581-4179. A clini-
cian will be able to advise
you further.
WHY RECYCLE?
UMaine generated more than 6,000,000 pounds of trash last year. Thanks to
your participation, an estimated 43% of it was recycled. However, recycling
goes far beyond reducing our
waste stream. Some of
the hidden benefits of
PAPER recycling include:
1. Making paper from
recycled material uses
30-55 percent LESS 
energy than making
paper from trees.
2. Making paper from
recycled material
reduces air pollution
from the papermaking
process by 95 percent.
3. Recycling newspapers
saves 17 trees for each
ton recycled.
HANGING ON
(and on, and on)
Long after we take out the trash, the contents
of our garbage bags may still be with us.
Here's how long it takes common household
items to decompose in a landfill.
Paper Traffic Ticket
Cotton Rag
Rope
Wool Sock
Bamboo Pole
Painted Wooden Stake
Tin Soup Can
Aluminum Soda Can
2-4 Weeks
1-5 Months
3-14 Months
1 Year
1-3 Years
13 Years
100 Years
200-500 Years
-k 
Information courtesy of the Recycle America Alliance and Waste Management, Inc. This message brought to you
by the Maine Sustainability Office. FM!. contact Scott Wilkerson on First Class or call 581-3300 Ext. 3.Store: Mon-Sa 9:00-11:00—Sun 9:00- 5:00
Redemption Hours: Mon-Sat: 8:30-5:30
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EYE CANDY.
EYES
DITHERED TIVYTS bystanwai
"I want a flat fop."
THE EYES OF
THE WORLD
ARE UPON YOU.
"I beseech you, Madam ... Allow me to pull
a little spare change from your ear?"
CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Tele-Visions
...MINIMAL DAMAGES
: 
MAKING DUCT TAPE
4411Ir 114\
\
THE SINGLE MOST
1
EFFECTIVE PRODUCT FOR
HURRICANE READINESS,
ACCORDING TO ISABEL
i:cArial... 411
INSURANCE ASSESSORS. 
I X I 4\
BULLSEYE.
Thursday, October 2, 2003
DEADEYE.
Tills is -frie. FIRST Time IN yeaks
I've_ FELT THIS KiND or CONNEC.- /
TiON To 5oMEoNE,
HOW 'eoUl
I'M
GONNA Have
TO CHARGE
You FOR EACH
ADDITiONAL
MiNtire,
OKay?
by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
SO...
WHY DIDN'T THE
HOME DEPOT CLERK
TELL ME SCISSORS
WERE THE SECOND
MOST EFFECTIVE!
GET ME
OUT of
VIEW!
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SEX MATTERS
Can STD's be spreadCrossword
ACROSS
1 Ella's forte
5 Plant pest
10 Make over
14 Hint
15 Walk noisily
16 Tied
17 Like hen's teeth
18 Florida city
19 Rivulet
20 Sermonize
22 With a lot of
blubber?
24 Merit
26 Press
27 Unit of moisture
29 Stretch the
truth
32 Imprudent
35 Poisonous
evergreen
36 Concluding
passage
37 Star of "Blame It
on Rio"
38 Bounder
39 Contributor
40 Cod cousin
41 Way cool!
42 Mickey of the
Yankees
43 Pub potable
44 Mercenary
soldiers
46 Yawn
47 Hummingbird
drinks
51 Ingested
55 Swashbuckler
Flynn
56 Hack •
57 Starlets' quests
59 Citrus hybrid
60 Kind of rock or
rain
61 Threefold
62 Religious sect
63 Got up
64 Do figure eights
65 Hardy heroine
DOWN
1 Catch of the day
2 Irish county
3 Invisible
emanations
4 Vacillating
5 Play part
6 Typewriter roller
1 3 1 8 10 11 12 13
1-,
1 / 18
20 UUU21
•UU
23
24
,,,, 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 UU. NUN 3C
URNS
44 43) 0
1/ 18 )
aNNul40 4 )
III43 44III ,
I( I /
51 52
53UNINU
55
III56 58
UUUU60 •111
63 64
© 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc 10/01/03
rig s reservea.
7 Where the heart
is
8 Diminished in
strength
9 Finch cousin
10 Second airing
11 Wickedness
12 Compaq rival
13 Sole
21 Expunge
23 Dandy
25 Contend
28 Pairs
29 Baptismal basin
30 Graven image
31 Naked
32 W. Coast sch.
33 Claw
34 Claret or rose
36 Build
38 Social task
39 Jig or reel
41 Gunshots
42 West of
Hollywood
44 Actor Holbrook
45 Start a new
paragraph
Solution to Monday's puzzle
1 VI] IS 2 UM 5]10
3±no si El V 3 V 1 Vd
3 dON Id 1V3H 1N 1 d 0
1 VS 1 VinlddV 3 El
0 3 1 1 3 J S 171 3 3 d
N 3, 3 HO CI 3 3 3 V 1 0 1
3 SSV 7 V 1 NVIN SINH
dr1IN 3 _LOONS
XVS 9 VH 3 13 101 1 V
3 A 1 1 A VEld
savlibi SH 1 1 INS
Donvsuviuvi.
V1=1 I NOONV EI I NFIR _I_
3 I ti 31N000 1 NV AEI
SSVd I HVHS ViAll V
46 Fly without
propulsion
48 Debate to
excess
49 Breakfast
breads
50 Long cuts
51 Texaco
trademark
52 Baylor U. location
53 Rotation line
54 Author/director
Kazan
58 Comprehend
HOW TO IMPROVE
THE MAINE CAMPUS
An Idiot's Guide
• Submit suggestions to section editors. Phone numbers can be
found on page 8 of this newspaper, and all editors are on
FirstClass.
• Contact a section editor and write a story for the section of
your choice. All writers are welcome. No experience necessary
• If you disagree with opinions expressed in the
Opinion/Editorial sectiOn, write a letter to the editor and submit
it to Marshall Dury on FirstClass.
• If you notice factual errors in any news, sports or style article,
inform the appropriate section editor.
This is your student newspaper. The best way to help us make it better is to contribute
your work The next best way is to tell us what you'd like to see us do differently.
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by having oral sex?
Can you get genital her-
pes from someone with a
cold sore giving you oral
sex?
Female, Miami University
of Ohio
Dr. Caron's Answer:
Yes. Genital herpes infec-
tion is caused by exposure to
the herpes simplex virus type I
(HSV-1) or herpes simplex
virus type 2 (HSV-2) through
sexual contact. HSV-1 initially
was associated with oral infec-
tion (cold sores and fever blis-
ters around the mouth) and
HSV-2 with genital infection
(blisters on the penis or vulva).
For the past 30 years, however,
the increased popularity of oral
sex has led to transferring
HSV-1 from the mouth to geni-
tals. The two viruses are not
different clinically, as both
cause the same painful symp-
toms. A two to twelve day incu-
bation period follows transmis-
sion of the virus. There is no
cure, but there is treatment to
speed the healing of the painful
blisters. It should be noted that
outbreaks of genital herpes
caused by HSV-1 are usually
less recurrent, produce less
viral shedding, and in general
are less of a problem for the
person (and their partners). An
estimated 50 million people are
presently infected with genital
herpes caused by HSV-2 in the
U.S. — if you add in the per-
centage of those with genital
herpes due to HSV-1, the per-
centage is even larger. You
should know that the virus can
be easily spread by even a
quick, casual kiss and thus it
should not be assumed that a
person with oral herpes got it
from performing oral sex. By
the way, not all mouth ulcers
are caused by the herpes virus;
they can also be caused by bac-
teria, allergic reactions or
autoimmune (canker sores)
responses. However, "fever
blisters" and most cold sores
are herpes.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is a
professor of human sexuality
at the University of Maine. To
submit a question to Dr. Caron
or chat with your peers, visit
www.CollegeSexTalk.com.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron,
2002.
DiTCH TH Calt
GRaB a Bos.P.D
lielp mince pollution by using alternate modes of transporstion
when travelling to and fntm 'whoa Skateboarding. biking, car-
pooling and taking die bits win lessen harmful emissions WWI our
air. Do r JUT part Save the planet
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By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
The heart of the Red Sox
and the city of Boston relies
on a man from the far away
Dominican Republic in Pedro
Martinez. A moody man, he
has barred all interviews with
the media since conducting an
awkward interview with them
back in June. His mysterious
mood swings and illnesses
have often left Red Sox
Nation disenfranchised.
However, as soon as he blows
a nasty fastball past the next
defenseless batter, the fans
are quick to appreciate the
importance of the skinny man
on the mound. As the Red Sox
prepare for their playoff
series against the Athletics,
everyone knows that the
series depends on the arm of
Pedro Martinez.
Pedro's time in Boston has
been phenomenal. His earned
run average has been under
three for every season he has
played. His pitching has been
so dominant at times that one
is shocked when he. does
allow a run. Until this season,
when the bullpen blew almost
every lead, a start with Pedro
meant a win, which was espe-
cially crucial after a tough
loss. The batters relaxed,
knowing that they needed
only a run or two to get a win.
Television cameras loved his
ankle breaking change ups
and defiant -stare downs at
umpires reluctant to call a
well-earned strike. Nothing
could beat Pedro's relief
appearance in the decisive
game of the 1999 playoffs
against the Cleveland
Indians. Sick with the flu and
unable to start, he came in the
fifth inning, pitched five per-
fect innings, and gave the Sox
the momentum to overcome a
huge deficit to take the game
and the series. The Red Sox
have an over .700 winning
percentage when he starts and
play less than .500 ball when
anyone else is on the mound.
So what are his only weak-
nesses? They are all out of his
control. Being 5'10 and
weighing about 170 pounds,
Pedro's fastballs destroy his
shoulder and arm. That is why
for the past four seasons, he
has missed a significant
chunk of the season on the
disabled list. The team has
obviously not done so well in
his absence, which empha-
sizes his importance even
more. The other problem is
that he gets little run support.
Granted, he • is usually
matched against the other
team's ace. It does not excuse
how little help he gets on the
mound, nor does it hide the
bullpen's redundant act of
losing almost every lead he
gives them. It has led the long
suffering Sox fans to even
more fits of rage.
Pedro needs to be at his
best for the Red Sox to win.
The rest of the starting staff
has had their issues. All of the
trade acquisitions for the
bullpen have been busts.
Oakland has an intimidating
starting staff and the best
relievers in baseball. The
record-breaking lineup for the
Sox could be easily con-
tained. All this means is that
the fate of this squad and the
end of the dreaded curse
depends on Pedro Martinez's
slender right arm. He is more
than ready for that responsi-
bility.
NHL in tough spot
From COLUMN page 20
With injuries starting to add up
on the solid goaltender, Richter
made comebacks from torn ACL's
in both knees in 2000 and 2001 —
career-threatening injuries to be sure
- but Richter worked that much
harder to get back. With the 2003
season coming around, Richter
looked like he was in top form. He
had worked through a prior skull
fracture and concussion and was
cleared to play. At an away game in
Edmonton, Richter suffered the
concussion that knocked him out for
the season, and eventually out of
hockey. Concussions were his pri-
mary reason for retiring, finally giv-
ing in to his health over hockey.
Richter's number 35 will be
raised to the rafters on Feb. 4, 2004,
being only the third Ranger to have
his number retired.
"Mike Richter is synonymous
with all that it means to be a New
York Ranger," Rangers president,
general manager and coach Glen
Sather said of the popular goal-
tender. "To be able to play your
entire career for the same organiza-
tion and to do it with such success
on the ice and thoughtfulness in the
community is a model for all pro-
fessional athletes. There is not a
more appropriate honor to bestow
upon Mike than to have his number
take its rightful place in the rafters of
Madison Square Garden."
The final knock that hockey has
undergone before the season has
even started, happened late Monday
night. One of hockey's brightest
and most talented young stars,
Danny Heatley, and fellow Atlanta
Thrasher Dan Snyder are both in the
hospital after a devastating car
crash. Coming back from a season-
ticket holders reception in Atlanta,
Heatley's black Ferrari nearly disin-
tegrated upon impact with a brick
lighting post on the way back to his
home.
Dan Snyder is in the hospital
unconscious with a significant skull
fracture due to the high-speed acci-
dent. He was ejected from the
sports car during the accident, and it
is being called a miracle that he and
Heatley are even alive today.
Heatley is also in the hospital with a
fractured jaw bone and injuries to
his shoulder and knee.
The seemingly clear future of the
Thrashers has become cloudy with
news of this accident. Heatley,
MVP at last year's All-Star game
and NHL Rookie of the Year in
2001, has already been charged with
five driving infractions: reckless
driving, serious injury by vehicle —
which is a felony — driving too fast
for conditions, driving on the wrong
side of the road and striking a fixed
object. There is no telling how long
it will take for either player to get
back on the ice, if they ever do.
Already, the NHL is undergo-
ing many twists and turns for the
2004 season. There have been
worse years than this, and there
also have been better. One thing
remains certain through these try-
ing times — the NHL has the
strength and fan tiase to rebound
from these setbacks, but it doesn't
solely lie on the shoulders of the
NHL. Everyone involved with
hockey, ranging from executives
right down to the firs, need to get
more involved with the state of
hockey. With baseball, football,
and basketball far more popular in
America, the NHL needs every-
one to help lift it up in these times
of need, any way they can.
iiiinecampus Classifie d s
MISCELLANEOUS 
Legal services for
undergraduates. free
consultation. service of
student government. M-
W-Th; lower level
Memorial Union.
581-1789. FC Theodore
Curtis or David Miller.
TRAVEL 
#1 Spring Break
Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Best
Prices. Free Parties &
Meals!,
1-800-234-7007
ww w .endlesssummertours corn
SELL SPRING BREAK
TRIPS, ALL THE FUN &
THE PROTECTION AMER-
CAN EXPRESS WORLD-
WIDE, GUARANTEED BEST
BUY, 1 FREE TRIP FOR
EVERY 10 PAID, OR CASH
STARTING WITH FIRST
BOOKING, MAKE YOUR
SPRING BREAK
EXXTREME! EXXTREME
VACATIONS, INC.
1-800-336-2260
USA SPRING BREAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Jamaica &
More! Don't be fooled!
Spring Break 2004 with
STS. America's #1
Student Tour Operator.
Hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts
Info, reservations: 1-
800-648-4849.
Spring Break '04 with
Maxim &
Studentcity.com. Free
trips. Cash and VIP sta-
tus as a campus rep.!
Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS &
150% lowest price
garunteed! to reserve
go to www.studentcity.corn
or call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK,
# I SPRING BREAK
operator! Check our
web-site for the best
deals.
www.vagabondtours.corn
Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica & Florida
Group organizers
EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH.....Call today!
866-273-2500
A "Reality" Spring
Break 2004. Only with
Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the "Real
Cancun" Movie. Lowest
Prices Free Meals &
Parties before Nov. 6.
2 Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
HELP WANTED 
Want to be a star?
Hollywood Production
Company seeking videos
for TV show. Win $2500.
For additional informa-
tion www.crazycol-
legepranks.com
Bartender Trainees
needed. $250 a day
potential. local posi-
tions. 800-293-3985 x225
Part-time: Responsible
student to post flyers on
campus. Must be
dependable.
Call 1-800-U-CAN-MIX.
ask for Ted.
WANTED EXOTIC
DANCERS for 'Club La
Casa. Fast cash, flexible
schedules no experi-
ence necessary.
Busy season starting
days: 474-1937 eves: 746-3321
Toll Free: 1-888-723-6867
Advertise in The
Maine Campus.
Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. to
place your classi-
fied advertise-
ment.
www.mainecampus.com
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Rugby teams roughed up in weekend matchups
From RUGBY page 20
B-side played great, especial-
ly on our defensive side of the
ball." The team also con-
trolled the ball for most of the
game.
The win for Bowdoin was
their first win of the season.
They improved their record to
1-1 while Maine fell to 0-2.
The men's team plays its first
road game of the season on
Saturday as they travel to
Babson College to play the
Beavers in Wellesley, Mass.
The UMaine women's team
did not have a lot of luck in
their game on Saturday either.
They lost to Bates College on
Saturday in their home opener
17-0.
Bates is a tough team and
the Black Bears played them
tough. Though they didn't
win on Saturday they
improved their play from
their loss to Plymouth State
last Saturday. "We stepped it
up from the game before.
Things started to click for the
young players. The intensity
was up there. It really just
started to click for everyone,"
President of the women's
rugby club, Joy Lemore, said
Starting 'wing Carolyn
Kelly reiterated the points
Lemore made, saying, "We
definitely improved from our
first game. The intensity level
was much higher. Everyone
gave 110 percent."
Although the team did not
get the win they felt they
improved and will continue to
improve. "It's a rebuilding
year," Lemore said. "We're
just going to keep getting bet-
ter." She is excited about
playing Colby this weekend.
"Colby, they are our rivals.
We hate Colby. They'll give
us a tough game, but we want
to beat them."
Maine fell to 0-2 on their
season while Bates picked up
their first win to go to 1-0-1.
Maine seems to be improving
under first-year head coach
Dirk Storms and they should
have a strong game Saturday
against Colby. The game is
scheduled to start at 11 a.m. on
Lengyel Field with a B-side
game to follow.
HARDCORE — Members
CAmi,L1:,; PHoTo • i iuLly
of the UMaine rugby team fight it out with Bates last
Saturday. This weekend the men's team lost to Bowdoin and the women lost to
Bates.
BARBER
Football team returns for Homecoming weekend
From FOOTBALL page 20
"Their offense is on the verge
of breaking out and they have a
young defense that gets better and
better every week' he said.
Knowing this, and knowing
they already have a conference
loss under their belts, the Bears
are looking forward- to getting
back on the field.
"Every conference game is
important for us in the season.
The team with the best record is
the team who wins the champi-
onship," said co-captain Dennis
Don in-Carter.
This conference game will fea-
ture two head coaches who are
both former UMaine players.
"It's a special situation for
anyone to go back to where
they're from," Cosgrove said. "I
have a ton of respect for [Reid].
He's an excellent coach and an
excellent person and I know his
team will be ready to play."
Cosgrove also hopes that his
team will be ready to play, espe-
cially after the long stretch of
time tharMaine had off because
of the William and Mary cancella-
tion.
"We're kind of in a wait-and-
see mode here, and hopefully we
haven't lost anything, but gained
stuff with our extra preparation
and getting people healthy," said
Cosgrove.
Join us at
s THE.
Thu rs
Sund
Mon ay:
CLUB
****
$1.00 Drafts
Pool Table
$.25 jello shots
$1 all you can eat
buffalo wings
$1 all you can eat
mozzarella sticks
Located at UNIVERSITY 5 College Ave, Orono
Cosgrove is well aware of
Richmond's capability on
offense, run by senior quarterback
"It's a special
situation for
anyone to go
back to where
they're
from"
Bryson Spinner, a transfer from
Virginia.
"Spinner has great talent, a
great arm, and is a talented run-
ner," Cosgrove said. "They run
an offense that features him in a
run pass deal."
Cosgrove said that tailback
Kenny Dantzler and wideout Boyd
Ouden show great talent as well.
"We hope we can do the right
things to- conutin- -thessr-so-they
don't get in to a rhythm and
groove, start developing confi-
dence and start completing passes
and running the football," said
Cosgrove. "We've got to keep
them contained and do the best
job we can on defense."
Defensive end Dottin-Carter
said although homecoming is spe-
cial he doesn't put any extra
emphasis on the game.
"I'm not going to work any
harder or any less, or do anything
different," he said. "I'm just
going to put my best effort for-
ward at all times."
This homecoming showdown
will kick off at 2 p.m., Saturday.
Oct. 4.
Arjays subs
"Home of the
Copypot sandwhich"
Hours: Mon - Sat, 9-5
1 North Main St.
Old Town, ME 04468
827-9478
•
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Frisbee club making a name in the Northeast
UMaine disc team wins 10 team tournament at Colby College
By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
intercollegiate ultimate
Frisbee club had a great show-
ing at a recent tournament at
Colby College. .In a 10-team
tournament with other college
clubs, the University of Maine
club came out on top.
However, the ultimate team is
not just about the intercolle-
giate level. The recreational
league has gotten larger in the
past decade.
Most importantly, many of
their members have been rec-
ognized for their charitable
work in organizing tourna-
ments. The ultimate Frisbee
club has nowhere to go but up.
The tournament was a big
boost in recognition for the
program.
"This was the first tourna-
ment we have won in two
years," said Aaron Hoshide
known to his teammates as
"The Legend" for his unbe-
lievable throws.
Winning every match, the
squad swept the tournament.
What Aaron was most proud
of was how well the tourna-
ment was run. With such a
loose structure for games,
including players calling their
fouls instead of referees, it
could have caused a lot of
squabbling. While the compe-
tition is fierce, sportsmanship
was never questioned or sacri-
ficed for a victory. That is the
focus for the sport of ultimate
Frisbee.
Recreational programs have
also grown in the past 10
years. In only three years, the
numbers of teams has
increased from four to 40. Part
of the appeal of the sport is
that little equipment is needed.
No expensive pads are neces-
sary and all a participant
needs for a game is eight plas-
"This was
the first
tournament
we have won
in two
years."
tic cones and a disc.
Leagues are available for
residence halls, fraternities,
co-ed, and women's squads in
varying abilities. It is a great
workout too as everyone gets
involved in the constantly
moving, exciting action.
Ultimate — as players call the
game — is a sport made for
and by everyone.
Many UMaine alumni who
have played for the squad have
contributed greatly to the
community. Alex Posey of
Portland annually organizes
the "Clambake," arguably the
most prestigious tournament
on the East Coast in Deering
Oaks in Portland. All the pro-
ceeds from the tournament go
to the Special Olympics. Due
to the more than $100,000
raised for the program, Posey
was recently recognized by
the state legislature for his
dedication to charity.
Other members have con-
tributed to the university in a
variety of ways, and clinics
Hilgar honored by America East Conference
Rachael Hilgar
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
Rachael Hilgar, a junior
forward on the University of
Maine field hockey team, was
named America East Player of
the Week on Monday. She
scored three goals in two
games over the weekend to
earn the honor.
Her team played Rhode
Island on Saturday and won 3-
2. Hilgar scored an unassisted
goal in that game at the 28:48
mark in the first half. Without
her goal the Black Bears may
have lost the game. They
clinched the win with a score
from senior midfielder Karly
Bundy with 1:32 remaining.
On Sunday Maine defeated
Providence 2-1 in overtime.
Hilgar scored both goals for
the Black Bears. The first
came 29:47 into the first half,
while the second came 41 sec-
onds into overtime and was
the game-winner for Maine.
Hilgar proved to be the dif-
ference in her team's two wins
over the weekend, and has cer-
tainly had a major impact on
her team's success and their 7-
2 0 0 a e 0 t b a I 1
Beam gale111‘ tExperience the NEW student section...
F irst 500 students at the
game get a FREET-shirt!
#23 Maine vs. Richmond
2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 4
Harold Alfond Stadium
IllEalliAo e,ic 70 ut/-
I NI
2 record.
Hilgar is a business admin-
istration major from Barto, Pa.
She is second in the team for
goals this season with five,
and is tied for the team lead in
assists with three. She was the
second leading scorer for her
team her sophomore year with
eight goals. She was tied for
the team lead with game-win-
ning goals last season with
four. She has scored a total of
14 goals during her career at
UMaine.
This was not the first time a
Black Bear player was named
player of the week. Emily
Dooling was named co-player
of the week earlier in the sea-
son. She shared the honor with
Northeastern University's
Mary Creatini.
have also been conducted for
free at area schools including
Orono Middle School and
Hampden Academy. An open
summer league is also avail-
able during the summer for the
entire area.
Keith Berube has organized
almost all of the tournaments
on campus, including a huge
event held each Spring Break
with dozens of colleges and
squads participating. No mat-
ter how big the sport gets, it'
will still keep a free, relaxed,
pressure-free environment that
has seemed to elude all other
sports.
The ultimate frisbee club is
a great way to stay in shape,
stay in and action-packed
match, and still feel great long
afterwards.
If interested, contact Aaron
Hoshide at 581-3175 or on
First Class.
Make a
contribution to
life after death.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSC11AT1ON
MEMORIAL PROMAM,
7R1(02t5
. US Cellular
authorized agent Five new cell phones
from U.S Cellular
with color screens,
polyphonic ring
tones and morel
Sign up and get
Toll Free U S A.
and unlimited
nights and weekends.
827-6969
University Mall
Near Spotlight Cinemas
Mon.-Sat. 1 Oam-8 • m
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Yankees lose to Twins to open series
The Twins snap a 13-game losing streak against the Bombers in a Game 1 upset
By Gordon Wittenmyer
Knight Ridder Newspapers
NEW YORK — Maybe they
just don't know any other way to
do it.
Maybe their only chance is no
chance.
Or maybe the Twins are just
better than the New York Yankees.
Of course, that's ridiculous.
So good luck trying to explain.
But there they were again Tuesday,
winning a playoff opener at
Yankee Stadium that history said
they had no chance to win.
In fact, if there is such a thing as
less than no chance, it came in the
fifth inning, when the best left-
handed pitcher in the American
League since the all-star break was
forced to leave the game with a
sudden leg cramp after pitching
four shutout innings.
The Twins' first reaction at
Johan Santana's hamstring injury:
"Oh, (shoot)," said LaTroy
Hawkins.
Their next reaction: two runs in
the sixth inning, four clutch per-
formances from the bullpen and a
3-1 victory over a Yankees team
they hadn't Nilo in almost two
years.
"All that stuff was before
today," said Hawkins, who earned
the victory with two powerful
innings. "This is the playoffs.
Anything can happen in the play-
offs. Anything."
As if they didn't prove that
point when they upset the heavily
favored Oakland A's in the first
round last season, the Twins pulled
off this one against a team that beat
them the previous 13 times they
played, against a pitcher, Mike
Mussina, who had a 20-2 career
record against them, in a place
where more World Series have
been played than anywhere else on
Earth.
"We've been to Yankee
Stadium before," center fielder
Torn Hunter said. "The fans are
crazy. We're used to it. It's fun to
play here. But none of that fazed
any of us."
Instead, they got a 1-0 lead and
then showed off by finishing the
game with one hamstring tied
behind their backs.
"You start looking at how
you're going to piece it together,"
manager Ron Gardenhire said.
"One thing you don't do is show
panic in the dugout."
There was, after all, plenty of
that to go around in the first few
moments after the team realized
Santana was out of the game.
"I was trying to get in there to
rub his hamstring or stretch it or
something," Hunter said. "1 didn't
want that guy to come out."
Of course, that's about the time
Twins fans should have known the
game was in the bank. If not
becauk of the Twins' Gumby-like
resilience and cockroachlike sur-
vival skills, then because of the
strength of their bullpen,
Rick Reed, J.C. Romero,
Hawkins and closer Eddie
Guardado combined for five
innings in which they allowed only
one run on six hits — no runs on
three hits until the ninth.
"Things like that happen," said
Guardado, who made things inter-
esting in the ninth by putting the
potential tying runs on base before
getting Nick Johnson to ground to
third for the final out, with Derek
Jeter on deck.
"We needed to pick him up.
The bullpen's been ready all year."
The Twins underscored the
strength of a bullpen that had a
3.84 earned-run average this sea-
son, pitching even better in the
second half (3.78) than before the
PHOTO COURTESY OF KRT NEWS SERVICES
YANKEES SUCK — Yankees team captain Derek Jeter and his teammates dropped
game one of their American League Division Series to the Minnesota Twins
Monday
all-star break (3.89).
"We certainly didn't have a lot
of opportunities," Yankees manag-
er Joe Torre said, "and when we
did, we didn't get the base hit until
the ninth inning."
Santana, who got the cramp in
his right hamstring when he stood
up in the dugout to get a drink of
water, said he tried to stay in the
game but the pain made it impossi-
ble. Which, naturally, turned a 1-0
game into a sure thing for the
Twins the way they handle the
impossible.
In fact, it might have made a
strong bullpen stronger.
"Everything came at us real
quick," Guardado said. "Johan
was out, and it was, "Reeder,
you're in the game.' I think some-
times that's the best thing."
No time to think, no time to
become nervous.
"Our bullpen has been just
unbelievable," said Santana, who
spent the first three months of the
season as a member of that group.
"We've got one of the best
bullpens in the game, and I have a
lot of confidence in them."
And a one-game lead against
the almighty Yankees in a five-
game series.
on
What can they do for an
encore?
-Winning a game here is huge,"
Hawkins said. "But we've still got
two mote to win. We can enjoy
this for a couple minutes, but, hell,
we've got Thursday night,
Saturday, Sunday and possibly
Monday."
"It's still a long ways to go,"
Guardado said.
Maybe.
The way they looked
Tuesday, they might be only a
broken arm or twisted ankle
away from wrapping up the
World Series.
Cubs fans take over Turner Field; Wood buries Braves
By Rick Morrissey
Chicago Tribune
ATLANTA — They really need
•i lant some ivy on the outfield
w' Isat Wrigley Field South. It also
wouldn't hurt to think hard about
staging more day games. And a
commemorative Kerry Wood
plaque somewhere in the ballpark
would be a nice touch.
If you need more proof that
something special is going on with
these crazy Cubs, Tuesday night
should have provided it. You don't
go into enemy territory against the
Braves' Russ Ortiz, one of the best
pitchers in the National League, and
expect to be merrtUnconditional
love by the crowd — and for good-
ness' sake, not in the playoffs.
But that's what happened here
for a visiting team that has captured
the imagination of its fans enough
that thousands of them descended
on Turner Field to cheer on their
team and help scare up a few runs.
When Wood gets a standing ova-
tion, as he did when he came to the
plate in the eighth inning, you know
something strange is going on. And
when there is a sea of Chicago fans
using their Cubs caps to imitate
Braves fans' tomahawk chop, you
start to think crazy thoughts, like
maybe this is the Cubs' year.
They held on to beat the Braves,
4-2, in Game 1 in this best-of-five
division series, and the eternal strug-
gle between all that built-up hope
and all that residual fear inside fans
played out all night.
But the Cubs had Wood, pitcher,
hitter and, for all we know, faith
healer. He was magnificent, giving
up two hits and striking out 11 in
71/3 innings. After he gave up a
home run to Marcus Giles in the
third inning, it was as if he decided
that whatever good was going to
happen would have to be a product
of his considerable talents.
Wood was pitching well enough
to win early Tuesday night, but for
the first five innings, he received the
sort of support that Gary Coleman is
getting in the California gubernato-
rial recall campaign.
So the sixth inning arrived, and
even though there had been promise
and emptiness in previous innings,
the considerable Cubs fan contin-
gent was in full froth. The Cubs
trailed 1-0, and hope continued to
run wild. When Braves first base-
man Robert Fick fumbled a Paul
Bako grounder that allowed a run to
score in the sixth inning, the place
sounded as if it were ready for
liftoff. When Wood followed with a
two-run double to give the Cubs a 3-
1 lead, there were long, loud chants
of "Kerry, Kerry!" And when
Kenny Lofton's chip shot found the
only available bit of turf between
Braves center fielder Andruw Jones
and Rafael Furcal to score Wood,
well, you would have thought all the
Atlanta fans had been abducted and
relocated to Macon.
You also thought this was the
Cubs' night.
This game was pivotal for so
many reasons, with the biggest
being that the team that has won the
first game in NL division series his-
tory has gone on to win the series 14
of 16 times. But it was also impor-
tant that Wood, so gifted and so
maligned at times, stood up tall in
the biggest game of his career.
Tuesday night he looked like the
pitcher everyone thinks he should
be, even though he has been very
good most of the season.
There was a feeling, not just of a
home-field advantage, but of real
opportunity. That hasn't always
been the case with this franchise. It's
amazing how much confidence
there is from a group that eked out
88 games in the regular season. But
it's there, and you don't dare touch
it.
This also had the feeling of a
pitcher growing up right in front of
our eyes. In some ways, Wood has
been a prisoner of that 20-strikeout
game he had as a roolcie in 1998. He
has never been able to fully live up
to it. But Tuesday night, in the most
pressure-packed game of his life, he
looked like Roger Clemens and
Nolan Ryan and all the other big-
time power pitchers he idolized as a
kid.
He left in the eighth after loading
the bases on a dropped third strike
and two walks.
"I believe in big-game pitchers
and big-game players," manager
Dusty Baker said. "Some guys love
to be in that situation. Some guys
pretend to love that situation."
Wood had pitched five innings in
the 1998 playoffs for the Cubs, and
that makes him the postseason vet-
eran of the starters. That makes him
the only starter with postseason
experience, period.
That's certainly what the Braves
were thinking going into Game 1.1t
was a perfectly reasonable thought,
too, but it was missing a few key
ingredients: One, that 'Rimer Field
was friendly to the Cubs. And, two,
that when Wood is right, it wouldn't
matter if he were facing Barry
Bonds.
When Giles hit that home run off
Wood in the third inning, a Cubs fan
- we assume - threw the offending
ball back onto the field, just as it's
done dismissively at Wrigley.
Another nice touch.
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Rough NHL
off season
challenges
league
By Wesley Weiner
For The Maine Campus
With the National Hockey
League 2003-2004 season just
around the corner, the league's
future has taken some turns for the
worse over the past few months.
We have seen that uncertainty
reigns supreme with the state of
player salaries and salary caps in the'
coming years. Over the summer,
we have seen a death that shocked
the hockey world and a retirement
that leaves the league a bit empty. In
the past few days, news of a tragic
accident has left the NHL's bright
future dimmed in retrospect.
Herb Brooks, best known as the
head coach of the 1980 USA men's
ice hockey team, players of the
"Miracle on Ice", was one of the
greatest coaches in hockey. Brooks
was a fixture in hockey - almost
immortal. He made the game better
with his insight. Coaching from
1972 to 1979 at Minnesota, Brooks
won three national titles. Moving to
the NHL, Brooks coached the
Rangers, North Stars, Devils and
Penguins. Passing milestones with
each team, one of Brooks' more sur-
prising stats was the fact that he
reached the 100-victory mark faster
than any other coach in franchise
history with the Rangers. Brooks
was inducted to the hockey hall of
fame in 1990 with great accolades.
On Aug. 11, Brooks attended a
celebrity golf tournament in north-
ern Minnesota, and on his trip back
to the twin cities, he was killed in a
car crash. His death made anyone in
touch with hockey take a step back
and think. Brooks was a fixture in
hockey for over 30 years, but his
impact went further than just on the
-ice. At his funeral, he was eulogized
as an extremely hard coach on his
players but also a compassionate
person who was devoted to his fam-
ily. "He touched a lot of people,
both inside and outside the sport of
hockey," said Jack O'Callahan, a
member of the 1980 team. "He had
a broad impact; he had many
friends. Everyone's going to miss
him dearly."
Mike Richter, goaltender for the
New York Rangers for more than
15 years, was a guarantee to see on
the ice every year throughout the
90's. Richter was a player who
never cheated the paying customer.
A fan favorite and one of New
York's most popular athletes,
Richter was known by fans to give
everything he had in every game,
win or lose.
See COWAN page 16
"Homecoming is the one on the calendar that is circled..." Jack Cosgrove
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA MARIA-EASLEY
COMING HOME — UMaine wide reciever Kendrick Ballantyne gets tangled up with a UMass player during their
last home game on Sept. 20. The Black Bears will return to Morse Field on Saturday to face the University of
Richmond for Homecoming Weekend.
'Homeward Bound'
UMaine returns to Morse Field after a two-week hiatus
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
No matter where it takes place,
it is a special event. It has a dis-
tinct aura, and the date is circled
on the calendar for weeks, maybe
months in advance. Families,
alumni and past players travel
long distances to root on their
team. What's the occasion?
Homecoming.
This Saturday, as the main
event of Homecoming Weekend,
the University of Maine football
team will host the Richmond
Spiders of Virginia.
"Homecoming is the one on
the calendar that is circled for
longer periods of time than the
others," said coach Jack
Cosgrove. "Hopefully we can do
our job and make it a pleasant
homecoming."
Although Richmond came to
town in 1998 for homecoming
and out did Maine 35-10, the
Bears are looking to win their
third in a row against the Spiders.
In the history of their series
together, neither team has beaten
each other for three straight sea-
sons.
Richmond has yet to win a
game this season, but Maine is
not underestimating the team's
ability.
"I think our guys know from
past history what a good, tough
program Richmond has,"
Cosgrove said. He continued by
saying that the Spiders' head
coach, Jim Reid, has been at the
top of the league for many years,
and although his team has had a
rough start. Maine is ready for
anything.
See FOOTBALL page 17
Rugby teams roughed up again
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
men's rugby team was defeat-
ed by Bowdoin College on
Saturday by a score of 46-10.
Although the team struggled
in the first half, they stepped
it up against a tough team in
the second, keeping pace with
Bowdoin and being outscored
in the half by only seven
points.
Bowdoin clearly out-
played Maine in the first half,
leading 29-0 at the break.But
the Black Bears showed more
spirit in the second half, scor-
ing two five-point tries.
Senior forward Matt Royer
and senior back Josh
Deschenes each scored a try
for Maine. Both scores were
hard-fought by the two veter-
an players.
Starting wing back Jason
Jendrasko, who sat out
Saturday's game with shoul-
der problems, said, "They
were really good tries. Both
of them fought through really
hard to get in." Jendrasko,
who hopes to play Saturday,
added, "We played a lot better
in the second half."
Senior Jarred Carr and
sophomore Mark Grimes
were also missing from the
team's lineup.
Aside from the official
team, there is also a B-side
rugby team that acts as a
means to allow anyone who
wants to play rugby a chance
to play. The B-side has won
each of its first two games,
including Saturday's game
when they won 47-0. Matt
Jones, a sophomore who
played in his first game, and
scored twice for his team to
lead them to victory, said "It
was awesome. I thought the
See NNW page 17
